HIGH PEAK BOROUGH COUNCIL
DEVELOPMENT CONTROL COMMITTEE
Date: 12th July 2021
Application No:
Location

HPK/2021/0020
Ferney Bottom Farm, Grinlow Road, Harpur Hill, Buxton,
Derbyshire, SK17 9JH
Proposal
Portal framed building (94.0m x 40.0m x 8.8m) with
ancillary office accommodation and service yard with
operational and visitor parking including cycle and motor
cycle parking.
Applicant
Mr Simon Mander, Avanti Conveyors Limited
Agent
Mr Ian Nelson, Naylor Sale & Widdows LLP
Parish/Ward
Buxton
Date registered: 29/01/2021
If you have a question about this report please contact: Rachael Simpkin
rachael.simpkin@highpeak.gov.uk 01538 395400 extension 4122
REFERRAL
The scheme is categorised as a major planning application, and is locally
controversial.
The application was deferred by Members at their meeting on 21st June 2021
for a site visit which took place on 2nd July 2021
The report below has been updated to incorporate additional consultation
responses received since the publication of the previous report and the
contents of the Update Report of the 21st June 2021.
1. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATION
REFUSE for the following reasons:



Landscape and heritage harm outweigh economic benefits of the
scheme, and,
Insufficient information: Ecology.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE AND ITS SURROUNDINGS
2.1 The 1.46 hectare application site as given in the application form
comprises of grazing land. The applicant has been requested to clarity the
quantum of the red edge and blue edge site areas. This matter will be
reported in the Update Report. The site is located to the southeast of Ferney
Bottom Farm and accessed from Morland Way via Grinlow Road. This is
either from Ferney Bottom Farm itself or the stoned track to the northweast of
the existing substation. A PROW (Public Right of Way) from Grin Low Road,
Fiddle Street traverses the southeast ‘rear’ of the application site to meet with
a network of public footpaths within the vicinity of Hoffman Quarry.

2.2 The site is located outside the built up area within an area of open
countryside with a landscape character area of “Limestone Moorland”. The
site area slopes steeply towards the southwest and the higher rural plateau
accommodating Hoffman Quarry. The Harpur Hill Business Park and
employment allocation is offset towards the south and west of the application
site, on mainly elevated ground.
2.3 The closest residential dwellings to the application site front Harpur Hill
Road and comprise: Ferney Bottom Cottages, Barn Cottage, Stable Cottage
and Ferney Bottom Farm and lie 80.0m (metres) to the northwest. Rock Bank
Terraces are approximately 150.0m to the northeast.
2.4 The application site falls within the setting of Grinlow Tower (Solomon's
Temple), a Grade II listed folly in the form of a tower approximately 1km away.
High Edge Raceway and other industrial buildings lie to the south and west.
2.5 The Peak District National Park lies in close proximity to the application
site. To the east is the Cowdale / King Sterndale area c.1.5km and to the
west, lies Axe Edge Moor.
2.6 For the purposes of the Adopted Local Plan, the application site also falls
within the Buxton Mineral Water Catchment & Source Protection Area and
Council Radon Potential Area.
2.7 The proposed access to the scheme would traverse across the Ferney
Bottom Meadow Local Wildlife Site 2019 which also surrounds the entire
application site.
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSAL
3.1 A portal framed industrial building is proposed, with office space in a
mezzanine level and yard area for the purpose of the relocation and
expansion of an existing manufacturing business located with the High Peak
area.
3.2 Floor space would be split as follows: B2 (General Industrial) 3769sqm
GIA (square metres, Gross Internal Area), B1a (Office Space) 450 sqm
totalling 4219 sqm GIA. The length and width of the building would be 93.6m
and 39.5m respectively to give a gross building footprint area of 3760sqm.
The building’s eaves height is 6.5m with a 6-degree pitch to give a ridge
height of 8.76m. The east side of the building would have two floors of office
mezzanine accommodation. The main walls of the industrial building would
be clad in olive green and the roof in svelte grey cladding.
3.3 A new access point would be formed northeast and adjacent to the
electricity substation from Morland Way, off the Grinlow Road. It is proposed
to level the site through mainly the cutting of the land to create a level site for
the industrial building and also frontage yard area for parking / turning and
loading / unloading. A total of 51 car parking, 7 motorcycle and 10 cycle
spaces are proposed.

3.4 Rear and side retaining walls are proposed using stepped layered gabion
baskets faced in local stone to contained the cut into the slope (c.8.0m at the
point of greatest cut).
3.4 A 2.5 to 3.0m planted bund is proposed to the northwest yard frontage for
landscape / acoustic screening purposes. It would be supplemented by five
additional planting zones given at 11.5m long by 3.0m deep and are all within
the site edged blue.
3.5 The scheme would secure 70 existing jobs in the High Peak and would
generate a further 30 resulting in an increase employment from 70 to 100 fulltime equivalent jobs. Hours of operation are not given and are assumed to be
24/7.
3.6 The Design and Access Statement with appendices includes: Landscape
Visual Impact Statement (Rev B); Ecology Assessment Rev A; Transport
Assessment; Buxton Archaeological Report; Drainage Strategy, Heritage,
Waste and External Lighting Statements.
3.7 Further information submitted includes: contamination survey; drainage,
ecology, landscape and scheme benefits comments.
3.8 The application has been time extended to the 14 th June 2021 to
undertake negotiations in an attempt to resolve technical / ecology issues relating
to the proposed development.
3.9 The application and details attached to it, including the plans, supporting
documents, revised information, representations and consultee responses
can be found on the Council’s website at:
http://planning.highpeak.gov.uk/portal/servlets/ApplicationSearchServlet?PKI
D=245211
4. RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY
HPK/2007/0009 - Barn Conversion To Form Additional Pair Of Semi-detached
Dwellings And Refurbishment Of Farmhouse To Form Three Dwellings Total
WITHDRAWN 28/02/2007
HPK/2007/0497 - Resubmission Of HPK/2007/0009: Barn Conversion To
Form Additional Pair Of Semi Detached Dwellings And Refurbishment Of
Farmhouse To Form 3 Dwellings. APPROVED 16/08/2007
HPK/2012/0163 - Proposed Natural Stone Walling & Natural Slate Roof To
Ancillary Heating Oil Store For Refurbished Farmhouse.
APPROVED
07/06/2012
HPK/2018/0575 - Retrospective application for the reopening of a gateway to
an agricultural holding and stoning up of same to form hardstanding area for
farm machinery. Attachment of double stock gates to provide a stock proof
barrier. Approved 04/03/2019.

The c.29.0 metre access point would replace the reopening of an agricultural
gateway approved by planning permission ref. HPK/2018/0575.
5. CONSULTATIONS
Expiry:
Site notice
Press notice
Neighbours

9th March 2020
20th February 2020
6th January 2020

Public comments
Neither (1)


Real consideration must be given to Grinlow Road and the Transport
assessment – impact will be severe

Objections (65)























Development outside development boundary
There are several brownfield sites currently unused in more suitable
areas.
Inappropriate development on a greenfield site without considering
credible alternatives.
Waterswallows would be a better location.
Hoffman Quarry should be developed for industrial space – would
remove lagoon issues.
There is spare space on the existing industrial estate.
Building new space is not compatible with a climate emergency
Existing new housing developments are developing green fields – no
more should be removed.
It will bring no money to Harpur Hill
This would set a precedent for the whole green field site located
between the actual Industrial Estate boundary and the houses on Rock
Bank and the quarry boundary
The presented 10 alternative options are not feasible and produced to
ensure approval of this one
Impact on National Park
Visual impact
Impact on character of Harpur Hill
It will be visible from Solomon’s Temple
Building on a site of historical interest
Significant engineering will be required on this site
Inappropriate development in this landscape type
Factual errors in application – closer to Harpur Hill village than stated –
site boundary incorrect in landscape report
Design does not accord with the locality
HGV traffic currently disturbs residents, as does light pollution
Pollution will be carried to Harpur Hill on prevailing wind















Increased traffic and pollution near local park
Additional vehicles would be more than forecast, and accident rate is
understated
More traffic on the roads breaking the 7.5 tonne weight limit on Harpur
Hill Road
Road is not wide enough
Grinlow Road, Harpur Hill Road and Burlow Road are already seeing
much more traffic due to ongoing housing developments and cannot
take the strain on the extremely tight junction
Grinlow Road popular with walkers, cyclists and joggers
Too close to a public footpath and cycle track
Wildlife impacts – surrounded by local wildlife sites
It is a source protection zone
Development will increase flood risk
This site will overlook some local houses and residents
The sheer scale of the building will have an overbearing effect
Insufficient neighbour consultations

Support (8)







Opportunity for local business to expand – employment opportunities
Will allow a local company to stay in the area
A comparatively small number of extra HGVs on the route to the quarry
will make little difference
When the construction traffic for the new build estates stops that will
reduce congestion
Avanti could possibly make contributions to keep roads open and clear
in winter and supporting projects in Harpur
The view of the proposed site can only really be seen from the Grin
Low Road and you can see the whole industrial estate from there

Robert Largan MP (03.02.21)
“Avanti Conveyors are a manufacturer currently based in Furness Vale, who
have 60 employees, exporting to most developed countries. Avanti has been
based in the High Peak now for almost 20 years. Their business supplies high
tech automated machinery for the production of Corrugated board.
In recent years Avanti has received a Research and Development to develop
a new machine, Pegasus, which aids in higher speed production of
corrugated cases. Demand for their products has grown during the Covid
crisis, and business looks strong for the forthcoming years.
Avanti has seen the largest ever recorded production month for cardboard
packaging in the UK - in turn they already have a full backlog for 2021 and will
be taking on more staff in the coming months. Avanti has most recently
secured a massive export project in New Zealand for a £4million greenfield
site, the first of five.

Due to this demand, Avanti has outgrown its current space at Calico Lane. As
you are aware they have been actively searching for a site in the High Peak
for the last five years, often finding most industrial land is being changed from
Industrial to commercial, or housing. I understand that Avanti has
demonstrated that there are no suitable allocated sites within settlement
boundaries.
Their proposal is for a large building and service yard, which by necessity
have to be flat. and therefore significant engineering will be required. As it's an
open countryside greenfield site, on the edge of the Peak Park, I acknowledge
concerns about the landscape and visual impact this will have. I am pleased
that their landscape and visual impact assessment has proposed mitigation
measures.
I urge you to carefully consider Avanti’s application, considering that this
appears to be the only available site. I hope that Avanti are able to stay in the
borough and provide more employment opportunities for local people”.
Marketing Derby (no date)
“This letter is written in strong support of the plans being put forward by Avanti
Conveyors to build a new 3760sq.m portal framed building with ancillary office
accommodation at Ferney Bottom Farm, Harpur Hill.
Avanti Conveyors was established in Furness Vale over 30 years ago and has
grown to employ 64 full time members. This innovative High Peak company
manufactures a range of conveyor systems, specialising in the corrugated
packaging industry, and their products include market-leading software and
hardware solutions. Avanti Conveyors supplies to over 30 countries worldwide.
Avanti’s growth has been restricted in recent years, both by a lack of space at
their existing premises and a lack of suitable commercial property and
development land in the area.
As the investment promotion agency for Derbyshire, Marketing Derby, is
supportive of the proposals that will enable an innovative company, working in
a key sector, to grow in Derbyshire. The development will provide much
needed space for the company, whilst safeguarding 64 existing jobs and
generating over 100 new jobs* in the High Peak area.
(*Officer comment: The applicant has clarified that the proposals will generate
30 new jobs and safeguard 70 existing jobs)
As highlighted by High Peak Borough Council, based on existing rateable
values for industrial properties with offices in Harpur Hill, the new building will
have an estimated rateable value of approximately £161,587 - which would
generate business rates income of £82,441 per annum a proportion of which
will be retained by Derbyshire County Council and High Peak Borough
Council to support services for the community.

High Peak is currently experiencing a significant increase in under and
unemployment due to the impact of Covid-19 and changing economic
circumstances. The claimant count now stands at 4.5% (2,595 people)
December 2020 which is a significant rise over the last 12 months from 1.8%
(1,045) ONS.
While we acknowledge that the site falls outside of the local plan and lies on
the edge of the Peak Park, from an investment perspective, given the
employment growth, investment value, additional business rates and
subsequent supply chain opportunities, we are fully supportive of this project
and the economic benefits that it will provide”.
Further applicant commentary (28.05.21):
“Avanti would like to bring to your attention our concerns in the planning
process over the lack of balance given to the Economic benefits this
development will maintain in this region, in fact the economic argument and
benefit appears to have been totally undervalued and have not been
assessed by a third-party Economic consultant.
Furthermore, we would also like to make record of our attempts over seven
years to find a permanent home in the High Peak, while the continually
erosion of Employment land has taken place. We will put this in context of the
set-out Employment land generation in the adopted plan.
We also were also surprised to find, that the last Adopted plan was 2016, as
we understand, the council have a statutory duty (see note 1) to review the
Adopted plan every five years, and have failed so far this year, to meet that
2021 review date. (see note 2)
This Meeting, March 25 2021, between Cllr Anthony McKeown and Mark
James - Principal Planning Officer, accepts that HPBC “land for employment
has not kept pace with housing growth” Page 8, 7.17 paragraph 3.
Failings under adopted plan 2016 to meet land generation targets and
adopted Policy
In the seven years that Avanti has been searching for a new location in High
Peak, there has been a limited new land made available for employment –
that has been further accelerated, by Policy it appears, in employment land
being lost to housing, frozen or re-zoned.


Policy E1. “Protecting employment allocations, Primary Employment
Zones” – under this Policy many already allocated industrial areas
have been re-zoned by HPBC planning, reducing the options available
to Avanti, and failing to meet the adopted Policy (see note 3) - To name
several,
o Britannia mills site – rezoned to housing
o Station Road Birch Vale – Dow Chemical’s site – re-zoned to
housing - this site would have been ideal for Avanti
o Adjacent property on Station Road that is currently vacant where the developer will “wait until their houses next door and it

will soon get changed”, citing local re-zoning of Britannia Mill.
This was an ideal site for Avanti.
o Chapel Employment – Bowden Hey “Land for Industry” –
development stalled due to ransom strip of land – now not
moved for over six years since the HPBC development show in
Chapel. Another ideal site for Avanti but not available.


Other development land Identified in Adopted plan 2016 that has now
stalled OR re-zoned for housing. (Page 100 of adopted plan)
o Wren Nest Glossop – stalled and not purchasable due to land
ownership issues
o Forge Works Chinley, Zoned for housing
o Bankwood Mill, Charlsworth, now housing
o There is a more extensive list when you review the “brown field
land register” note 4 which are now not viable, already re-zoned
to housing

The Economic Benefit of this application – additional information Feb2020March 2021
Due to the length of time that the pre-app process took, and the various
delays caused by the issues with the planning department actions, and the
impact of Covid on our industry – in a positive way. The Economic information
used in your assessment is now out of date. The employment picture in the
High Peak has changed dramatically in this time frame, again not assessed
correctly in your planning assessment.





Attached Covid Economic tracker shows growth in unemployment in
our Region (based on claimants) from 2.3% Feb 2020 to 4.7% March
2021
Attached are CPI – Confederation of Paper Industries report – showing
growth of 17% of in corrugated consumption from Feb 2020 compared
to Feb 2021. The continued decline of the high street has been
replaced by online sales in Cardboard boxes. Avanti ONLY serve the
Cardboard box industry – we are seeing unprecedented demand for
production. If avanti fail to supply our customers, there only other
suppliers are Two major suppliers in Germany – Minda and Ducker,
and one major supplier from Italy – Emmepi. This will take revenue and
jobs from the UK, and our region to Europe.
o Currently we have Eight open positions advertised locally,
ranging from apprentices to skilled project managers. Currently
we are receiving CVs from former Rolls-Royce employees from
Derby.
o In the past four months Avanti have employed a further 14 new
people and will be able to expand further with the space offered
by the new building
Unemployment change in Derbyshire since the pre-app, submission –
This
link,
https://observatory.derbyshire.gov.uk/wpcontent/uploads/reports/infographics/economy/i_econ_unemployment.
pdf shows that unemployment has grown 2.3% since Feb 2020 in this
region, at the same time Avanti are advertising currently for eight open




positions and the new development will grow in line with the already
submitted report.
Attached is High Peak Regeneration teams own economic report. The
economic benefits, given no viable alternative space in High Peak, are
clearly evident and don’t need detailing when this report is reviewed.
Due to increase in turn over from Feb 2020 to current month, due to
the demand for Corrugated. Avanti’s turn over has increased from
£7.4million 2020, to £12.6million FYE2021 (booked backlog) The
spend with local business has increased by Avanti by over £3 million,
supporting businesses such as A&S Bearings at Waterswallows,
Bevan Powder coating in Glossop to name several. Remaining in
HPBC area will sustain that spend locally.

This Evidence makes it plain to see that the development at Harpur Hill,
despite the varying environmental & landscape impact assessment (from non
to some), is greatly outweighed by the economic gain, and necessity in the
current employment landscape. This is set against backdrop of no other viable
alternatives in the High Peak, in a region where employment land is in
recession, and makes the development in line with adopted policies for
employment land generation as set out in the Adopted plan 2016.
Note
1
–
statutory
obligation
for
Adopted
plan
review
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/582669/Local_Development_Documents_Policy_factshe
et.pdf
Note 2 - minutes from HIGH PEAK BOROUGH COUNCIL Economy and
Growth Select Committee 25 March 2021
Note 3 - site searched avanti has undertaken in last seven years) – attached
excel sheet.
Note 4 – Brownfield land register https://www.highpeak.gov.uk/brownfieldland.csv”
Further applicant commentary (09.06.21):
Response to Derbyshire Wildlife Trust Comments DWTHPK591b (8th June
2021) by Haslam Ecology on behalf of the applicant.
Having read the comments from the above report and conducted a site visit
on 9th June 2021 to assess the validity of the assessment by DWT, my
assertion that the proposed development site is dominated by MG6b - LolioCynosuretum cristati grassland Anthoxantum odoratum sub community still
stands.
The site was walked in transects approximately 10m apart covering the area
of the development site, excluding the area above the break in slope on the
south-eastern part of the main development field, as this area will not be
encroached upon; being outside the development footprint. This methodology
was chosen due to the late submission of new evidence from DWT and time
constraints for presentation to the planning committee. Considering the DWT
site visit was carried out on the 4th or 5th June 2021, the species and
reported abundances/frequencies should still be present during my visit (9th
June 2021).

The indicator species listed by DWT as being present at a frequency of
Occasional or above (using DAFOR Scale: Dominant 81-100%; Abundant 6180%; Frequent 41-60%; Occasional 21-40%; Rare 1-20%), which is the lower
threshold for grassland LWS designation. Therefore, listed indicator species
should be clearly visible and frequently encountered during a transect walk,
as the species will either be in flower/seed or established basal leaves at this
time of the year, and clumps of species will stand out within the grassland due
to the contrasting colours.
I failed to find a number of the species listed within the development area and
found only a few individuals, widely scattered, plants of other species listed. I
appreciate that it can be difficult to assess frequency levels of widely
scattered species within a large area of grassland, but this is a constraint of
surveyor competence and can be over exaggerated by inexperienced field
ecologists (usually referred to as surveyor bias).
Of the key species listed by DWT, I failed to find (within the development
footprint) Pignut, Lady’s Bedstraw, Meadow Vetchling, Bird’s-foot Trefoil,
Cowslip, Great Burnet, Meadow Oat-Grass, Meadow Saxifrage, Bugle and
Lesser Celandine, whilst Cuckooflower and Black Knapweed was scattered
and I would assess it as rare (1-20% frequency), and as stated Common
Bistort was frequent (41-60%) within the access field, probably spreading from
a dense clump growing outside the site boundary in the northwestern corner
adjacent to the road verge and garden hedge, with the Meadowsweet growing
along the derelict wall lines where water collects ( where 3 individuals of Bush
Vetch were recorded) and scattered individuals within the access field.
The lack of these indicator species at the DWT stated levels of frequency
within the development footprint is important in assessing the ecological
quality of the site. The assessment from DWT portrays the site as a high
value unimproved grassland, which it clearly is not due to the frequency of
species indicative of disturbed ground and agricultural improvement, such as
the frequent clumps of Broadleaved Dock, extensive area of Nettle and
frequent Hogweed within a mosaic of grass species dominated by Yorkshire
Fog with frequent Red Fescue and Cock’s-foot grass. It should be noted that
Sheep’s Fescue, Black Knapweed, Meadow Vetchling and Bird’s-foot Trefoil
are components of MG6 grasslands at low frequency and abundance levels,
therefore the presence of these species within the site is compatible with my
assessment of the site as a poor to medium quality semi-improved grassland.
Considering the DWT assessment is exaggerated, their assessment of
biodiversity gain is not correct due to the fundamental errors created by the
site survey. It would have been helpful if DWT had produced their
recalculation data using the Defra Biodiversity Metric spreadsheet so
anomalies could be highlighted and resolved (main anomalies include
accurate area measurements; quality assessment of base habitats and
compensatory habitat creation and quality), and produced quantitative data
(quadrat/constancy tables), which can be directly compared instead of the
more subjective DAFOR assessment which is more reliant on surveyor
experience and can inflate ecological importance. I maintain that the creation
of wildflower rich grassland including species that are indicative of the locality

and substrate, will proved a greater than 20% biodiversity gain, which meets
the Defra threshold requirement within the planning system.
As a way forward, I would suggest a condition attached to the permission of a
Construction and Environmental Management Plan (Ecol) (CEMP) is
produced which will indicate areas of nonintervention during construction to
safeguard remnant periphery vegetation which can recolonise areas post
development and maintain genetic diversity within the locality”.
Further applicant commentary (included in the update report published
on 18.06.21):
Comments summarised as follows:
“1. Our ecologist has addressed all of the matters raised by DWT and it is
they who have not yet substantiated their objection in light of this.
2. We have already supplied clarity in respect of the quantum of the red
edged and blue edged site areas. It also states the site can be accessed from
Ferney Bottom Farm itself and it cannot. Access will be solely via the stoned
track to the North West of the existing substation.
3. para 2.7 states that the Ferney Bottom Local wildlife site was designated in
2019, I can find no evidence of this. It would seem that DWT were
instrumental in the designation of this site and I therefore question their ability
to act for the council as an independent consultant on this matter as there is
clearly a conflict of interest and bias on this matter.
4. para 3.3 'a new access point would be formed north east and adjacent to
the electricity sub station off the Harpur Hill Road'. It is not a new access
point, it is an enhancement of an existing agricultural access point, next to the
redundant electricity sub station, off Morland Way. So it is not new, and
nowhere near Harpur Hill Road, Morland Way joins Grinlow Road.
5. para 3.5 states 'hours of operation are not given and are assumed to be
24/7'. The hours of operation are in fact 8am to 4pm Monday to Friday
inclusive …”.
Applicant’s Landscape Consultant
“Having read the refusal recommendation my comments are as follows;
'....The proposed development would also result in ‘less than substantial harm’
to the setting of the Grade II Listed Grin Low Tower.'
The way this has been written suggests they have interpreted 'less than
substantial harm' as significant. My interpretation is that effects are not
significant. I have not had chance to read through the heritage report, but if
effects are indeed not significant then the heritage consultant should in my
opinion reinforce this with a statement of clarification of some sort.
'Furthermore, the applicant has not demonstrated that the identified harm to
biodiversity as a result of the scheme could be adequately mitigated against.'
The applicant has submitted an Ecology Report, the Biodiversity Net Gain
calculation and the Soft Landscape Mitigation Strategy.

Regarding landscape...
'The proposed scheme, however, for a large industrial building and yard within
open countryside would result in significant landscape harm from a number of
high sensitivity receptor points whereby proposed tree planting would be
deemed as inappropriate mitigation within the Limestone Moorland landscape
context.'
Whilst the development is not within the defined development boundary of
Harpur Hill, neither is the entirety of the Harpur Hill Employment Zone.
Firstly there is an impasse on 'significant landscape harm'. Under separate
cover, I can detail our strategy for taking apart the landscape consultee's
objections dated 250521, which would inform the process of taking the case
to an independent higher authority- should you chose to pursue this avenue.
We would also suggest that the term 'open countryside' is questionable. As
previously stated on many occasions the site lies within a landscape which
has been heavily intervened by past and present industry and quarrying set
within a moorland context. At the local scale the agricultural fields sit within an
enclave between settlement, industry, quarried land and moorland- these
fields are technically at odds with the prevailing local landscape character.
The site is far from being considered open countryside.
These fields are highly susceptibility to change to the type of development
proposed given the Morland Way highway infrastructure, which effectively
annexes them from the open countryside to the north. There is also a
semblance of ribbon development along Morland Way presenting an urban
fringe character.
Clearly they have not taken into account our Soft Landscape Strategy given
the statement 'proposed tree planting would be deemed as inappropriate
mitigation'.
We have not specified trees for the purposes of mitigation.
We have been perfectly cognisant and respectful of the published landscape
character area 'Limestone Moorland Plateau. For this reason we have
proposed a sensitive mitigation strategy which works with local distinctiveness
and incorporates scrubland and grassland mixes overlain sensitively
contoured landform bunding and natural stone walling structures.
The LPA have chosen to ignore the mitigation strategy and our approach of
working with local distinctiveness. In other words we have done everything
they would normally expect to see for a responsive development.
In my opinion. there is unequivocally a concerted bias within the LPA, for the
purposes of protecting Grin Low.

The refusal recommendation contains incorrect or misleading statements
regarding all three areas stated for refusal, heritage, ecology and landscape”.
Consultees
Consultee
Alliance
Services

Environmental

Comment

Officer response

-

Refer
to
Section.

Highways

11.02.21: No issues regarding waste collections. Note: commercial collections.
Buxton Mineral Water

Insufficient information

Refer to Environmental
matters section
1. The FRA and Drainage Strategy referenced “FBFU-BSP-ZZ-XX-RP-C-001P01_Drainage_Strategy” dated 22 Dec 2020 at Appendix 7 of the application
does not reference that the site is located in Source Protection Zone 1
(SPZ1). In SPZ1 where infiltration SuDS are proposed for anything other than
clean roof drainage, a hydrogeological risk assessment should be undertaken
to ensure that the system does not pose an unacceptable risk to the source of
supply. As part of the risk assessment, consideration should be given to the
use of oil-water separators for surface run-off from parking areas together with
a maintenance plan.
2. The FRA and Drainage Strategy referenced “FBFU-BSP-ZZ-XX-RP-C-001P01_Drainage_Strategy” date 22 Dec 2020, it is proposed that the foul water
will be discharged to cess pit or proprietary treatment plants. No assessment
of the risk to groundwater quality from foul discharge is provided in the report.
It is noted that the foul discharge is likely to be small, however the
Environment Agency does not encourage the use of cesspits in SPZ1 due to
the poor management and maintenance resulting in a risk of causing pollution
and small sewage discharges require an Environmental Permit in SPZ1.

Based on the above we are not able to provide an informed comment until further
information is provided in the risk posed to groundwater.
County Archaeology

Conditional Response

Refer
to
Section.

Heritage

07.06.21
The Scheduled barrow which is closest to the development site, Monument Number
1009098, Two Hlaews at Haslin House is c. 450m to the south and is in an elevated
location. Its setting has already been somewhat compromised by industrial
development immediately to the west, however I think it would still be worthwhile
asking HE for a view.
06.04.21:
The assessment is based on a range of sources of information, including historic
maps and LiDAR images. The archaeological consultant also undertook a walk over
survey of the proposed development site in order to identify any previously

unrecorded archaeological finds or features. On the basis of this information we
would advise that there site has potential for the survival of evidence of prehistoric
activity.
Section 6.2.1 of the report states: ‘Prehistoric finds are known from within the
assessment area attesting to casual loss/transient human activity. Barrows are
present not only indicating a funerary landscape but also suggesting a landscape
containing settlements.’
The report also states that no finds have been recorded within the development
area, this is not surprising however as it has not been the subject of the type of
archaeological field work which would be required to identify and record ephemeral
prehistoric remains such as flint scatters and evidence of structures in the form of
post holes.
Taking this in to account we would recommend that archaeological evaluation and
recording will be required in advance of development of this site should planning
permission be granted. This is highly likely to be a two stage process involving a
scheme of test pitting followed by area excavation of any concentrations of finds or
features which are encountered. It is imperative that sufficient time is allowed within
the development process for this staged work to be undertaken.
The detail of any field evaluation should be defined within a written scheme of
archaeological evaluation, which is to be agreed with ourselves. The fieldwork
should be conducted by an archaeological contractor with proven experience of
dealing with Prehistoric sites. We would recommend therefore that the following pre
start condition be attached to any grant of planning permission for this scheme:
Refer to consultation response for condition list.
Historic England

Do not object in
Refer
to
principle; insufficient
Section.
information has been
provided to
demonstrate proposal’s
impact upon the
settings of the two
scheduled monuments.

Heritage

The proposals comprise the construction of a two storey, c.3760sqm warehouse
building, with associated office accommodation, service yard, parking, access and
landscaping.
Significance
The application is located within the settings of several heritage assets, including at
least two scheduled monuments; the Two hlaews at Haslin House (List Entry No.
1009098) c. 380m to the south of the application site and the Fox Low bowl barrow
(List Entry No. 1008921) c. 700m to the northeast.
Both sites hold significance through their evidential values as well as their settings.
Their historic landscape context - including the views towards, from and between the

sites - is central to understanding their form, function and ritual / cultural importance
The application site forms part of the wider historic landscape around the two
monuments. It is currently an unobtrusive part of this landscape. It’s shape, land-use
and general appearance reflects characteristic of the monuments’ earlier
surroundings. This helps provides some historic context.
The application site’s contribution to the settings and significance of the two
monuments will vary. This depends on how much it is experienced when traveling
around or between the sites, and its visibility and prominence in views from and
towards the monuments.
Impact
The proposals would insert a large recognisably modern development into this
historically undeveloped parcel of land. The loss of the open space and change in
land-use would result in some erosion of historic context. It could also visually impact
the two monuments, intruding in to views towards, across or out of these sites.
Although there is other nearby modern development and infrastructure here, the
application site would be spatially and visually separate from this. This could possibly
make it harder to blend into the existing and increase its perceived intrusion.
It is not possible to fully assess the level of that negative impact form the information
provided with the application. Whilst the heritage statement does discuss both sites and suggests minimal or no impacts - no visualisations or viewpoints are provided (in
the Heritage Statement or Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment) for either of
the two scheduled monuments to fully evidence these conclusions.
It is suggested that there would be no impact on the two hlaews at Haslin House.
Given their elevated location, it is not clear why this is the case. Further information /
views would be needed to clarify this. There does appear to be good scope for views
to Fox Low, however the Heritage Statement suggests these would be of only a
minimal impact and only part of the building would be visible. Again, no evidence is
provided in support of this.
Policy & Position
The proposed warehouse could have a negative impact upon the setting of the two
scheduled monuments. This would be both visual intrusion and loss of historic
landscape character. The level of impact has not been fully evidenced in the
application and in our view the application contains insufficient information as
required by Paragraph 189 of the National Planning Policy Framework (e.g. a level of
detail proportionate to the assets’ importance and sufficient to understand the
potential impact).
A negative impact could result in a degree of harm to overall significance of these
scheduled monuments. Given the existing character of this landscape, the proximity
to the assets and the extent of the development, we would consider it unlikely that
the development would result in a high level of harm (e.g. less-than-substantial);
however, this would need to be appropriately assessed in the application's
supporting material.
NPPF 194 - 196 requires any harm to significance to have clear and convincing

justification and must be weighed against the public benefits of a proposal.
More detailed assessment and consideration of the views may also inform mitigation
measures (such as screening and landscaping) to help reduced or soften any visual
intrusion.
Recommendation
Historic England has concerns with the application on heritage grounds. Whilst we
do not object in principle; insufficient information has been provided to demonstrate
proposal’s impact upon the settings of the two scheduled monuments.
Further clarification (viewpoints and visualisations etc.) should be sought in order to
fully assess this application in line with Chapter 16 and inform any require mitigation.
When determining this application, the Council must be satisfied that any harm to
significance has clear and convincing justification, and that it this is outweighed by
the public benefits the scheme (see NPPF 193, 194 & 196).
Your authority should take these representations into account and seek
amendments, safeguards or further information as set out in our advice. If there are
any material changes to the proposals, or you would like further advice, please
contact us.
County Flood

Conditional Response

Refer to
Section.

Flood

Risk

27.05.21:
Derbyshire County Council as the Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA) has reviewed
the information submitted for this application, which was received on 24th May 2021.
The LLFA has no objection subject to the conditions below.
Refer to consultation response for condition list.
24.03.21 & 30.04.21:
The LLFA has reviewed the applicant’s response dated 20/04/2021 as attached, to
the LLFA response dated from 24/03/2021 and have the following observations and
further information still required in relation to the previous points raised from the
original LLFA response to this planning application:
1. Section 3.5.8 of the Drainage Strategy, as directed to in the response to point
1. of the original LLFA Response, makes no apparent reference to mitigations
in relation to the site being in a Source Protection Zone 1 area regarding
groundwater. Please supply evidence to show how this has been fully
assessed.
2. The applicant’s response to point 2 of the original LLFA Response has not
addressed the request to provide a practical second option for surface water
outfall. In the reasonable event that for a variety of potential site specific
ground investigation reasons that this site was not able to safely drain by
using infiltration methods, please can the applicant detail how the site would
alternatively be able to safely drain surface water.
3. The LLFA concur that in the applicant’s response to point 3 of the original

LLFA response that providing the proposed site is able to safely infiltrate then
there would be no effective offsite discharge of surface water. However, if the
site was not able to safely infiltrate the calculations supplied would need to be
reviewed further.
County Highways

Conditional Response

Refer
to
Section.

Highways

15.04.21:
As the Works are remote from the highway, this Authority is not in a position to
provide any consents/approvals or consult with those responsible for maintenance of
the existing road. The applicant should be requested to provide evidence that the
street manager is satisfied and will grant consent for the proposed junction Works.
Without prejudice, the sightlines are probably acceptable and the junction should
operate satisfactorily. The access road would not be of adoptable width but it is
highly unlikely to have any negative implications on the public highway.
15.04.21:
The details submitted in association with the above application include a Transport
Assessment of the predicted impact of the development proposals on the existing
highway network.
From a highways viewpoint, the proposals and impact are generally similar to those
submitted for pre-application advice and comment provided at the time remains
applicable i.e. as a generality, the Highway Authority does not “agree” the content of
a Transport Assessment or, inevitably, concur with every detail contained therein.
However, it’s consider that there is no evidence base to suggest that the conclusion
that the development would not have a significant adverse effect on capacity or
safety of the existing junction of Morland Way with Grinlow Road is incorrect.
As stated previously, and within the Transport Assessment, Morland Way does not
form a part of the highway maintained at public expense, therefore, the views of the
existing street manager(s) should be sought with respect to suitability of the
proposed junction layout and visibility sightline provision. Notwithstanding,
demonstration of suitability of the proposed layout by means of vehicle swept paths
is noted although the Highway Authority would generally recommend use of a 7.3m
carriageway width (6.75m absolute minimum), rather than the 6.5m width proposed,
with potential localised widening around the inside of the bend, for an industrial road.
It is recommended that the level of proposed off-street parking meets HPBC
standards in order to reduce the likelihood of vehicles being parked within areas
dedicated to turning and consequential awkward/ overlong reversing manoeuvres.
Therefore, if you are minded to approve the proposals, it is recommended that the
following Conditions are included within the Consent:Refer to consultation response for condition list.
Landscape

Objection

Refer to Character and
Appearance Section

09.06.21:
I do not have any concerns regarding visual impacts to the National Park.
Date: 25.05.21:
Landscape Comments in relation to LVIA Statement of Clarification
Detailed Clarifications on Viewpoints
The Statement of Clarification by Robinson Landscape consultants summarises that
the assessment of the visual baseline in my landscape comments has been
restricted to the view in the photographs included. However, this is not the case, my
judgement includes the wider visual experience of these locations and includes
comments in the text relating to components within the overall panorama not shown
in the photos. I maintain that in my opinion for several views the visual impacts will
be greater in the long-term than suggested, that there is an over reliance on the
proposed mitigation and visual impacts are unlikely to reduce to the extent
suggested. I have included more detailed comments on some of the viewpoint
assessments below (Robinson Landscape consultants LVIA comments are shown in
blue italics):
Viewpoint 3
(view from Public Right of Way Buxton-HP4 48/1 looking north west across the site)
‘There will be full and open views over the built-form roofscape and the hardstanding
yard, with its southern elevation contained by topography, principally the engineered
gabion structure, though this will be softened by proposed scrub vegetation. The
proposed bund landform and structural planting will form a landscape buffer along
the north-western perimeter which will create an enclave for built-form helping it to
integrate within the surrounding landscape. The new built-form will be perceived as a
recognisable component that reflects the industrial character already apparent within
the existing scene. Visual effects are considered to be Moderate-Adverse at
completion, reducing to Moderate-Minor to Minor-Adverse in year 15 once
landscaping has established and building materials have weathered’
Although sunken the development will introduce a large roofscape and hardstanding
to the scene as well a sizable access road. The access road is an important element
which the LVIA analysis appears not to have included in this view. These proposed
components of industrial development would be a noticeable intervention in the
foreground. The existing industry present in the existing scene is topographically
separate and the proposal would extend the experience of an industrial character in
particular for receptors walking in a North East direction where views towards Grin
Low open out.
I consider that my previous comments remain relevant:
’The LVIA assesses visual effects to be Moderate Adverse at completion, reducing to
Moderate/ Minor to Minor Adverse in year 15 once landscaping has established and
building materials have weathered. I do not consider that landscaping and
weathering of building materials would reduce visual effects to the extent claimed
and that they would remain as Moderate Adverse.’

Viewpoint 6
(view from Public Right of Way Buxton-HP4 55/2 looking south at the site)
‘….full open views of the Site will be afforded of primarily the roofscape and the
northwestern elevation of development builtform, and which will be perceived as well
integrated and merged within the surrounding hillside. The access road and
pavement will be also evident tracking up the sloping terrain from Morland Way
where a new junction will be constructed with associated highway infrastructure.
Scattered groups of scrub will be juxtaposed along the access road verges to soften
the visual impact of the carriageway…
A mosaic of green infrastructure including scrubland and swathes of limestone
grassland will be juxtaposed to help soften and merge the development outline and
form within the surrounding landscape fabric. Building and roofing materials will be
specified that are sensitive to the receiving environment and compliant to the local
authority design guidance. At completion, the bund landform and new planting would
screen the hardstanding yard and car park to the foreground of new builtform, and to
some extent the lower sections of the development’s northwestern elevation. Visual
effects are considered to be Moderate Adverse at completion. Once planting along
the bund has established, and building materials weathered, it is considered mostly
roofscape will be in evidence with effects reducing further to Moderate/ Minor
Adverse after year 15.’
I consider that my previous comments as below remain relevant:
‘From these vantage points the site appears as part of a group of fields forming a
sloping grassy terrace with the existing industrial development of Harpur Hill
Business Park distinctly separate and confined to a higher plateau. The development
will be seen cutting into the landform to create a level site, with a large hardstanding
area in the foreground and access road rising from Morland Way. Situated within the
grassy plateau, development would be a prominent and conspicuous addition. Whilst
the proposed earth bunds and planting could help soften views of the access road
and hardstanding area. Due to the scale of intervention, I do not consider that visual
effects could be sufficiently mitigated from these elevated viewpoints. The LVIA
considers visual effects will be Moderate Adverse at completion, reducing to
Moderate/ Minor Adverse after year 15. I consider visual effects would be Moderate
Adverse after year 15.’
Viewpoint 8
(view from concessionary footpath along southern slopes of Grin Low & Buxton
Country Park looking south east, N.B. this is a similar view to Public Right of Way
HP4/80/1)
‘The development will be seen sensitively ‘nestling’ within an enclave of landform
and set low down within the sloping terrain. The retaining gabion structure to the rear
of the development will also be noticeable.’
‘The development will be perceived as relating to the wider Harpur Hill Business
Park, which is a dominant feature that attracts the eye. Awareness of the proposals
will not have a marked effect on the overall nature of the view. Overall, visual effects
are considered to be Moderate Adverse at completion, reducing to Minor Adverse in
year 15, once materials have weathered and green infrastructure has matured’

I agree with the statement in the LVIA that the development will be seen within an
enclave of landform. This acknowledges that there is separation from Harpur Hill
Business Park. The topographic separation is key to visual perceptions of the
existing industry in the overall panorama. I consider that the development would be
perceived as an extension of industry into a separate landscape rather than an
enlargement of an existing industrial area. It would seem reasonable to assess visual
effects to be Moderate Adverse at completion as concluded by the LVIA, however
due to the elevated views I would not consider the mitigation proposals would
achieve a reduction of visual effects to Moderate/ Minor to Minor Adverse in year 15.
View 10
(view from Public Right of Way Buxton-HP4 60/3 traversing southeast across the
southern slopes of Grinlow and Buxton Country Park)
‘The proposals form a minor component within the scene, and will be perceived as
relating to the wider business park character which provides the main point of
attention to the eye…
Visual effects are considered to be Moderate/ Minor Adverse at completion, falling to
Minor Adverse after establishment of mitigation planting in year 15.’
This panorama encompasses several noticeable features including Solomon’s
Temple and the rock face of disused quarries south of Harper Hill in addition to the
business park and I do not agree that the business park is the main point of
attraction to the eye. I agree that the proposed development will be perceived as
relating to the business park but as an extension encroaching onto the lower grassy
plateau which is a noticeable component of the scene. I consider visual effects will
be Moderate Adverse at completion, remaining Moderate Adverse after
establishment of mitigation planting in year 15. There are several similar views within
Grinlow and Buxton Country Park.
Solomon’s Temple- Grinlow Tower (Grade II Listed)
In relation to the photograph below, Robinson Landscape consultants have
confirmed the following in recent correspondence:
‘I can confirm there is no visual impact from the base of Solomon's Temple as
demonstrated by the image, and as stated in our report.’#

Whilst I agree with this statement it should be noted that a portion of the site is
visible from the top of Solomon’s Temple as shown in the photo below. There are
also clear views of the whole site from footpaths within Grinlow and Buxton Country
Park in other areas below and having a visual connection with Solomon’s Temple.

The Statement of Clarification by Robinson Landscape consultants includes several
statements within the Executive Summary (shown below in italics) to which I have
responded as follows:
‘Landscape consultant’s single frame photography isolates the site from its
surrounding context and is not representative of the receptor experience’
My previous Landscape Comments contain photographs to illustrate points made in
the text and within the text a description is provided relation to the overall visual
experience. The Comments were prepared in relation to the Landscape and Visual
Appraisal prepared by Robinson (18.01.21) submitted as part of the Application. I
agree that the industry best practice guidance GLVIA3 and the Landscape Institute’s
Technical Advice Note 01/11 ‘Photography and Photomontage in Landscape and
Visual Impact Assessment’ should be used in the preparation of an LVIA, the
Landscape Comments are not an LVIA.
‘Effects are a factor of sensitivity and magnitude of change, the landscape consultant
in our opinion does not accurately assess the magnitude of effects, possibly a factor
of the single frame photography’
It is agreed that effects are a factor of sensitivity and magnitude of change and there
is agreement between the LVIA and my Landscape Comments in the magnitude of
effects in many cases. However the LVIA in my opinion overestimates the
effectiveness of the proposed mitigation in long term effects. I also consider it
overstates the relevance of existing industry in some assessments. Whilst this
industry has a significant presence in some views, it has a lesser presence in others.
‘Views across the local district, including those regarded as ‘highly’ sensitive by the
officer, are greatly influenced by the dominant visual gravitas of the sprawling
industrial estate’
The Statement of Clarification makes several references to the existing Harpur Hill
Industrial site as a sprawling industrial area, however, I disagree and consider that
the existing industry is well defined by the existing topography and clustered at a

higher level than the site. The proposed site lies on a lower meadow area which has
its own topographical identity along with the adjacent fields and is presently
uninterrupted by development except for small isolated agricultural buildings and
occasional houses along Morland Way.
‘ Sensitivity of country park is overplayed by the landscape consultant in both views
towards and from the park- it is not a landscape designation for natural beauty but
rather a planning designation for recreation’
‘Country park receptors have sensitivity equivalent to PROW users, and have been
classed as high sensitivity in our LVIA’
I also consider that both Grinlow and Buxton Country Park and PROW are of high
sensitivity, I am not sure why the sensitivity of the Country Park is alleged to have
been overplayed when there seems to be agreement that they are both of high
sensitivity. This is a well-used Country Park attracting a good number of visitors, it is
accessible from adjacent residential areas and has an on-site caravan park providing
a high number of receptors. The long views are a major draw for visitors, therefore
visual impacts to Grinlow and Buxton Country Park need to be given adequate
consideration.
‘There are limited opportunities for inter-visibility from the country park- mostly along
western slopes depending on distance, elevation, vegetation and topography’
There is intervisibility from several footpaths on the slopes to the south and west of
Solomon’s Temple and as already discussed, receptors at the Country Park are of
high sensitivity.
‘Views of development from PRoW Buxton-HP4 55/2 & country park are seen in
association with the extensive industrial character of Harpur Hill Business Park, the
scarred quarry backdrop and the settlement of Harpur Hill’
‘Views are not interrupted from southern PRoW Buxton-HP 4 48/1, development will
be sunken and integrated into the prevailing slope with views across to the north
retained’
‘The nature of these views will not be discernibly changed and the receptor
experience along this PROW is overwhelmingly industrial in character’
Whilst views will not be directly interrupted, they will be impacted by the large
expanse of roofscape and hardstanding area in the foreground and the character of
the foreground will change from rural to industrial.
‘The Mitigation Strategy is integrate and merge, using sensitive design of landform
and planting that reflects local distinctiveness’
‘Mitigation as proposed will be successful for most receptors except along high
ground at short to mid range’
Mitigation from higher ground is important as there are opportunities for views from
PROW and the Country Park at short and mid-range. I do not consider that the
proposed mitigation will be able to merge the large roofscape and area of
hardstanding and disagree that it will be successful for most receptors. Therefore, I

consider my previous conclusion as below to still be relevant:
‘Whilst mitigation could reduce visual impacts to some views, due to the scale of the
proposed development including large areas of hardstanding and an access road
and the fact that many important views are from elevated positions, I do not consider
that it would sufficient to reduce visual impacts to an acceptable level.’
‘It is not feasible to attain high levels of screening from high ground, but this is not
considered necessary or essential due to the sprawling industrial character seen
directly adjacent, integration will be key to mitigation’
I disagree that the adjacent industrial of Harpur Hill Business Park area is sprawling
and that do not consider it makes mitigation unnecessary. The site has a distinctly
topographical character in its own right which would be fundamentally changed by
the presence of new industry.
However, I agree that high levels of screening from high ground are not feasible and
that this proposition reinforces the likelihood that the roofscape and hardstanding
areas proposed will be visually prominent. Any substantial tree planting would also
be out of character in an Upland Limestone Pastures Landscape Type.
‘In our opinion there is an adequate land buffer between the development and the
residential area of Harpur Hill, as seen from high ground along the Grin Low slopes’
The proposed development would occupy the middle of the lower terrace of existing
pasture. I consider that this terrace acts as a separate entity from Harpur Hill
Business Park being well defined by topography it has a prominent presence and
sizable development even on part of it would create a visual steppingstone of
development linking it by visual association to the existing industry and extending the
perceived parameters of development to an area much larger than the actual
footprint.
‘Only 45% of the site’s field will receive development, with sufficient quantum of
undeveloped landscape within the immediate site context both south, west and east
to provide an adequate ‘breathing space’
‘Local Wildlife Site is poor ecologically, and should not be classed as a local
designation’
‘The area of LWS which will be lost to development will be mitigated for with an
equivalent area of replacement habitat creation’
My previous comments suggested that the scale of landscape impacts to the Local
Wildlife site had not been made clear. I estimated that of at least 3,840 sq. m of
grassland would be affected and although some of this will be replanted, approx.
1,625sq.m of the Local Wildlife Site will become access road and this area of
grassland will be permanently lost.
The Statement of Clarification (dated 27.04.21) states that impacts to the Local
Wildlife Site were covered in the Landscape and Visual Appraisal (dated Jan 2021)
under Appendix C ‘Site and Immediate Context’, this describes Landscape Impact
generally but does not specifically refer to the Local Wildlife Site. The Landscape

and Visual Appraisal (dated Jan 2021) did not include the Soft Landscape Strategy
Drawing 0309-SLS_01 and it seems that it relied on the Site Layout Plan Drawing
3427/101 rev G (revised 29.01.21) to illustrate mitigation proposals. This drawing
showed very little mitigation for the proposed loss of grassland within the Local
Wildlife Site. It is interesting to note that subsequently The Soft Landscape Strategy
Drawing 0309-SLS_01B was revised on 13.04.21 to show ‘Correct area of
replacement grassland shown’. This is perhaps a recognition that the mitigation for
the loss of grassland previously proposed was inadequate. The latest proposals for
grassland habitat replacement and biodiversity net gain are subject to comments
from Derbyshire Wildlife Trust.
Conclusion
The Statement of Clarification describes existing industry adjacent to the site as
sprawling. I would disagree and consider that it is topographically well contained at a
higher level than the site. Whilst the industry is a distinct component of the overall
scene in many views, I consider the Statement of Clarification overstates its
significance in an attempt to justify the proposals. The proposed development site
has a distinct and separate identity from the adjacent industrial area in terms of
topography and agricultural rather than an industrial character. I consider that the
presence of the adjacent, yet separate industry does not legitimise expansion of the
existing industrial area and the loss of this agricultural character, rather that it adds
value to the retention of these fields as a development gap between existing housing
and industry.
24.03.21:
Site
The site is located to the south of Buxton and west of Harper Hill off Moorland Way.
It lies within the White Peak Landscape Character Area and is of Upland Limestone
Pastures Landscape Type. The site is currently agricultural grazing land and whilst
the site itself is on an area of improved grassland and may have poor species
diversity, Ferny Bottom Meadows is a Local Wildlife Site and surrounds the site.
Situated on high ground approx. 1km to the north west is Grinlow Tower (Solomon’s
Temple) which is a Grade II Listed Building and a well visited focal point within Grin
Low & Buxton Country Park.
Proposal
The proposal is for 3,615 sq. m of industrial warehousing and associated access
road, hardstanding and turning for large vehicles as well as 33 car parking spaces.
Landscape impacts
The proposed access road form Moorland Way will be 6.5m wide with a 2m footpath
to one side and will cut through land which forms part of Ferny Bottom Meadows
Local Wildlife Site. Substantial earthworks are proposed to create level building
platforms, hardstanding, parking and turning areas. Cutting into the hillside to
achieve this will require 8m high retaining structures. As such I consider the
landscape impacts of the proposals are a significant intervention in the landscape.
The Landscape impacts to the Local Wildlife Site of Ferney Bottom Meadows of
unimproved grassland do not appear to have been considered in the LVIA. The
access road cuts through the Local Wildlife Site and earth mounding and drainage
infiltration are shown within it. I consider that an area of at least 3,840 sq. m would

be affected and although some of this will be replanted, historic meadow will be lost.
Approx. 1,625sq.m of the Local Wildlife Site will become access road and be
permanent loss of meadow habitat (see plan below showing area of Local Wildlife
Site likely to be affected by the development shaded in orange).

The LVIA states that ‘Overall it is considered there will be beneficial effects with a net
gain in biodiversity’. This is a bold claim that I do not agree with considering the loss
of valued existing grassland habitat. The proposals for surface water drainage is to
pipe water to an area of infiltration matt, this has no biodiversity benefits and I
consider that a SUDS strategy that contributes more to wetland habitat creation
would be more beneficial.
Visual impacts
The site is situated on a north west facing slope, due to the nature of the topography
with steep slopes and valleys it is prominent in certain views and hidden from other
directions. Generally it is not visible from the south except close to the site but highly
visible from areas of higher ground to the north and west.
An LVIA has been submitted with the application, in some instances I disagree with
assessments made and consider that the visual impacts are under assessed.
Several of the photo viewpoints illustrate that the visual impacts would be significant
and I consider that there is an overreliance on the proposed mitigation in the
assessment of long term effects. In particular these include viewpoints 3, 6 and 8 as
detailed below.
LVIA VP3
The Public Right of Way HP4/48/1 abuts the site to the south east and will have clear
close views of the development. The LVIA states that:
‘The proposals will not interrupt any long distance views of the Peak District
countryside to the north or to the northwest. Users of this right of way will
predominantly be employees traversing to and from the Harpur Hill Business Park
and the local amenities of Harpur Hill’.
Whilst there is existing industrial development close to the west of the footpath,
views towards the north across the site are predominantly of an agricultural
landscape of woodlands and pasture which I consider the development would

interrupt.
The proposed development would be a major intervention in this landscape with
clear views of the building, roofscape, access road and hardstanding yard. The site
and adjacent fields provide pleasant relief with rural views towards Grinlow and
Buxton Country Park. By extending development there would be a loss of rural
character to this section of footpath. The LVIA assesses visual effects to be
Moderate Adverse at completion, reducing to Moderate/ Minor to Minor Adverse in
year 15 once landscaping has established and building materials have weathered. I
do not consider that landscaping and weathering of building materials would reduce
visual effects to the extent claimed and that they would remain as Moderate
Adverse.
LVIA VP6
The Public Rights of Way HP4/80/1 and HP4/55/2 to the north of the site are links to
Grinlow and Buxton Country Park. The site is very prominent for long stretches of
these footpaths.
From these vantage points the site appears as part of a group of fields forming a
sloping grassy terrace with the existing industrial development of Harpur Hill
Business Park distinctly separate and confined to a higher plateau. The development
will be seen cutting into the landform to create a level site, with a large hardstanding
area in the foreground and access road rising up from Morland Way. Situated within
the grassy plateau, development would be a prominent and conspicuous addition.
Whilst the proposed earth bunds and planting could help soften views of the access
road and hardstanding area. Due to the scale of intervention I do not consider that
visual effects could be sufficiently mitigated from these elevated viewpoints. The
LVIA considers visual effects will be Moderate Adverse at completion, reducing to
Moderate/ Minor Adverse after year 15. I consider visual effects would be Moderate
Adverse after year 15.
LVIA VP8
Grin Low & Buxton Country Park to the north west of the site is a well visited
recreational resource as well as a holiday base with an on-site visiting caravan park
making receptors here of high sensitivity. The Country Park is an area of public
access containing a network of footpaths including several Public Rights of Way. The
focus of the Country Park is Grinlow Tower (Solomon’s Temple) which is a Grade II
Listed Building in a commanding position on the hill top with long views over the
surrounding countryside. The site is clearly visible from several footpaths within the
Country Park and to a minor extent from Grin Low Tower.
The LVIA assesses visual effects to be Moderate Adverse at completion, reducing to
Moderate/ Minor to Minor Adverse in year 15 once landscaping has established, due
to the elevated views I do not consider visual impacts will decrease to the degree
anticipated after 15 years. Receptors are of high sensitivity and I consider visual
effects after 15 years will be Moderate Adverse.
Mitigation
The site lies with the Landscape Character Type of Upland Limestone Pastures
which is essentially a treeless landscape and therefore the appropriateness of tree
planting is questionable and this presents difficulties in proposing appropriate and
effective mitigation by tree planting. The selection of a site for development that has

a well contained visual envelope is therefore important in this Landscape Character
Type. The proposed site is conspicuous from several sensitive aspects and therefore
it is problematic in the proposing of appropriate mitigation. If development were
considered to be acceptable on this site then the suggested approach of planting
small copses to help reduce visual impacts would seem an appropriate response but
would only have a very limited degree of effectiveness.
In several instances the LVIA gives the impression that the proposals include
extensive Green Infrastructure of 50% of the site and this constitutes effective
mitigation for the development. This is referred to in several parts of the document
including the following:
‘For walkers along the high ground of Grin Low, mitigation proposals involving the
bund landform and planting together with 50% of the Site being given over to GI
including grassland open space allows the scheme to merge into the receiving
landscape.’
’It is considered the development will not form a conspicuous feature within any
cross-valley views, given that only 50% of the large field will be developed as built
form and the considered mitigation proposals of sensitively designed bunding and
naturalistic structural planting will provide a good deal of integration for the
development upon completion. Once green infrastructure has established and
building materials have weathered, the scheme will be seen to further merge within
the fabric of the Harpur Hill landscape.’
However, the site shown within the red line boundary is approx.14,414 sq.m with
approx. 9,814 sq.m (68%) hardstanding/access road/building footprint and
4,600sq.m (32%) Green Infrastructure. It appears that the 50% Green Infrastructure
referred to includes other land in ownership of the applicant rather than just the
development site, this is misleading and should not detract from the fact that a large
proportion of the site will be hardstanding, access road and the footprint of the
building and the proposed Green Infrastructure cannot be considered extensive.
The LVIA states that:
‘Proposed planting will carefully respect local distinctiveness and landscape
character guidance, whilst providing an adequate degree of mitigation to allow the
development to integrate successfully within its surroundings.’
However, some of the mitigation proposals include species I would consider to be
inappropriate such as Acer platinoides, Carpinus betulus, Tillia cordata and
proposals for an avenue of trees to Morland Way which I consider to be out of
character with this landscape.
Conclusion
The LVIA Summary and Conclusion states:
‘It is the finding of this report that a well-considered iterative design approach can
successfully mitigate the visual and landscape impacts of the development,
preventing any detrimental effects on the enjoyment of the countryside by users of
the Grin Low and Buxton Country Park.’
I do not agree with this conclusion and am concerned about the visual impacts to
nearby Public Rights of Way and in particular to the Country Park which I consider to

have a high sensitivity and to be visited by a large number of receptors. Whilst the
impact to views from the Grade II Listed Grinlow Tower are reduced by existing
woodland in the foreground, there are several other viewpoints within Grin Low &
Buxton Country Park which will have significant impacts. Some of these views are in
the context of existing development at Harper Hill Business Park, however this is
well contained topographically and the proposals would extend development north
east creating a visual link with residential development at Harper Hill and diminish
the separation in development that the site contributes to.
Whilst mitigation could reduce visual impacts to some views, due to the scale of the
proposed development including large areas of hardstanding and an access road
and the fact that many important views are from elevated positions, I do not consider
that mitigation can sufficient to reduce visual impacts to an acceptable level.
In addition I consider that the landscape impacts to Ferny Bottom Meadows Local
Wildlife Site are significant and would recommend refusal of the application.
Derbyshire Wildlife Trust

Holding Objection

Refer
to
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from applicant above

08.06.21:
The revised Preliminary Ecological Appraisal (Haslam Ecology, October 2020)
assessed the grassland vegetation based on site visits made in March and October.
The PEA acknowledged that this was a sub-optimal time of year to undertake
grassland assessment, but did not consider it a constraint on the interpretation of the
vegetation and the assessment of its biodiversity value.
This assessment of the grassland vegetation forms a fundamental part of the
Biodiversity metric calculations and after receiving a full copy of those calculations
(1st June 2021) we have visited the site in order to aid our understanding of how the
Biodiversity metric assessment has been completed.
The revised PEA assessed the fields affected by the proposed development as
supporting species poor semi-improved grassland with several areas of tall herb
identified on Figure B1 within Appendix B of the revised PEA. The grassland
vegetation is considered by the PEA to be of ‘low floristic value and a poor example
of this vegetation type’.
Roadside field (see map below)
Species lists are provided in the revised PEA for five quadrats that were used to
collect data on the plants present within the field immediately adjacent to the Harpur
Hill road. This field is included within the Ferny Bottom Meadows Local Wildlife Site.
The proposed access road would cut through this field. The PEA lists 11 plant
species recorded within the five quadrats. The community is assigned to the MG6b
grassland sub-community (as described in the National Vegetation Classification
system). During DWT’s visit to the site a number of additional species were recorded
including the following; common bistort, cuckoo flower, meadowsweet, meadow
vetchling, bush vetch, pignut, sheep’s fescue, lesser celandine, wavy bitter-cress,
common mouse-ear, red clover, common bird’s-foot-trefoil and common knapweed.
Common bistort was frequent across much of the field and meadowsweet locally

frequent especially around the edges of the field. Meadow vetchling was also locally
frequent whilst cuckooflower was occasional and common knapweed and common
bird’s-foot-trefoil rare. A number of these indicator species including meadowsweet
and bistort are not typically found in the MG6b sub-community and meadow
vetchling is more abundant than you would expect to see in this community. The
PEA’s assessment identified only one Local Wildlife Site grassland indicator species
whilst DWT found nine indicators in this field. It seems likely that the quadrat
assessment in the PEA underestimated the diversity of the grassland vegetation and
as a result the assessment did not take into account a significant element of the flora
that is supported by the field. The LWS selection guidelines for this part of
Derbyshire require a minimum of 10 indicators to be present within a field
(occasional or above) for a new designation. However, an existing LWS would not be
de-designated if it still clearly supports this many indicator species during a single
visit. Further work would be necessary to determine the overall value of the field and
the potential for restoration would also be a significant factor.
Access field (see above map)
The field labelled the ‘access field’ in the revised PEA is also described as species
poor semi-improved grassland and the community is assigned to the MG6b
grassland sub-community. Quadrats presented in the PEA list 10 plant species. No
LWS grassland indicator species were identified in the quadrats. The results of
DWT’s visit identified 12 indicator species present within the grassland vegetation
with areas to the south and east within the field moderately species rich. Indicators
present include germander speedwell, meadowsweet, great burnet, cuckooflower,
cowslip, meadow vetchling, pignut, common knapweed, lady’s bedstraw, meadow
oat-grass and sheep’s fescue. Whilst we would agree that a significant part of this
field is relatively species poor there are clearly also areas of more diverse grassland
vegetation and these have not been fully taken into consideration in the assessment.
It seems likely that at least part of this field should be treated as lowland meadow.
Development field
The field labelled the ‘development field’ in the revised PEA is described as species
poor semi-improved and the community is again assigned to the MG6b grassland
sub-community. Quadrats presented in the PEA list 15 plant species including two
LWS indicator species (germander speedwell and meadowsweet). During DWT’s
visit, a number of additional species were found to be present in this grassland
vegetation including meadow vetchling, lesser celandine, meadow saxifrage,
cuckooflower, pignut and lady’s mantle. In addition, the margins of the field to the
west, east and south supported tall herb vegetation dominated by meadowsweet
with cuckooflower, meadow saxifrage, great burnet, meadow vetchling, pignut,
germander speedwell, cuckooflower, bugle, lady’s bedstraw and locally a patch of
melancholy thistle. Nettles and docks were also present together with a range of
grasses. In total 11 LWS indicator species are present within the field. Melancholy
thistle (Cirsium heterophyllum) occurs locally in the White Peak and is at the south
eastern extent of its national range in Derbyshire. Recent records indicate that it is in
decline in the Peak District and it should be treated as a species of conservation
concern within the County. Whilst the development would not directly impact the
area where this plant is present it is relatively close and there could potentially be
indirect impacts that have not been considered. If permission were to be granted
there would need to be protective measures in place to ensure this plant and the
vegetation community it occurs in are not impacted and managed sympathetically
afterwards.

Impact assessment and Biodiversity Metric calculations
A significant number of plant species have not been identified in the ecological
assessment probably as a result of the sub optimal timing of the survey. This
includes at least 15 grassland indicator species used in the selection and evaluation
of Local Wildlife Sites. Whilst the species rich areas of grassland are for the most
part confined to the margins of the development field and the top (southern part) of
the access field, there is a greater level of diversity overall than reported in the
revised PEA. With respect to the roadside field parts of this are moderately diverse,
though the community is unusual due to the local abundance of common bistort and
in places meadowsweet. Nonetheless there are at least 9 LWS grassland indicators
present and this has not been reflected in the revised PEA.
The proposals1 will result in the loss of part of the Local Wildlife Site including part of
the ‘roadside field’ where the existing access track will require widening and
upgrading. The extent of the loss is difficult to quantify, but likely to extend well
beyond the land take for the access road and much of this field will be at risk of
being damaged or disturbed during the construction phase. We estimate 0.34 ha of
the ‘access field’ including all of the more diverse grassland found around the
eastern and southern edges will be lost based on current plans. Part of this loss is
due to the access road and its construction and the rest will be lost as a result of the
proposed landscaping and construction of a filtration bed. Within the ‘development
field’ there will be a loss of semi-improved neutral grassland amounting to at least 1
ha and areas of the more diverse tall herb vegetation around the edges of the field
amounting to a potential loss of 0.06 to 0.1 ha.
1

We have assumed that the Layout Plan (Dwg 9309-SLS_01B) included in Appendix
A of the Statement of Clarification Landscape and Visual prepared by Robinson
Harpur Hill Ltd in April 2021 is the most up to date.
The presence of more diverse areas of grassland within the site require a reexamination of the Biodiversity metric as changes to the type of habitat and the
condition of habitats will result in a change to the baseline units.
Proposed mitigation/enhancement
The mitigation and enhancement proposals are confusing and it is not clear exactly
how and where some of the proposed measures are to be implemented and/or what
the subsequent management would be for some of the grassland areas.
The Biodiversity Metric calculation states that 1.29 ha of grassland will be enhanced,
but as far as we can ascertain this figure is not supported by the soft landscaping
strategy plan (9309 SLS 01 Rev B). This plan indicates enhancement of just 0.93 ha.
The letter from Haslam Ecology (April 2021) that summarises the results of the
biodiversity metric assessment states that 0.47 ha of grassland will be retained and
enhanced. This appears to refer to retained grassland to the south of the proposed
buildings (and above them). However, the soft landscaping plan (9309 SLS 01 Rev
B) identifies that this area will be retained as semi-improved pasture and does not
mention any enhancement or other intervention. This layout plan indicates that 0.65
ha of grassland will be retained and enhanced, including 0.25 ha that is outside of
the development boundary (but within the Local Wildlife Site). The plan also
identifies 0.274 ha of grassland, (including areas of grassland that are now known to
be more diverse than the revised PEA stated) that will be replaced with new

grassland vegetation.
In total the area of grassland identified on the layout plan for enhancement appears
to be 0.93 ha and 0.47 ha is identified for retention, but no enhancement. Other
grassland types proposed such as 0.1815 ha of tussock grassland do not in our view
constitute an enhancement as the proposed seed mix is dominated by coarse-leaved
grasses and proposes the use of a seed mix which would introduce a range of
species that are not found within the site (e.g. the grasses Schedonorus
arundinaceus, Schedonorus pratensis and Deschampsia cespitosa).
The details for other seed mixes as proposed on the soft landscaping strategy are
also confusing. For example under Replacement Grassland Habitat Mix the proposal
is to use a seed mix from Emorsgate (EG6) that is entirely composed of grasses.
There is a reference to ‘mix to ecologists specification’ but no further details. Clearly
if the EG6 mix or something similar is used it cannot be termed an enhancement as
it will contain no forbs. The revised PEA refers only briefly to using a slightly more
diverse mix for re-seeding of the access field. Here again there is no mention of the
precise treatment for other areas of grassland.
Another more minor point is in relation to the proposal to introduce the plant Jasiona
montana which is a rare species in Derbyshire and grows in only a few locations
suggesting a fairly narrow niche in this part of its range. Its introduction here is not
therefore advisable.
The target habitat for any enhancement of the grasslands needs to reflect the
species that we now know to be present at the site as well as the grassland
vegetation communities present locally. Due to the proximity of this site to the Peak
District National Park and to grassland SSSIs and a host of Local Wildlife Sites and
Local Nature Reserves present in this area we advise that, if the development were
to receive planning permission, the seed should be of local provenance and applied
either as green hay or broadcast as seeds.
With reference to the c.0.25 ha of grassland that is identified for enhancement on the
soft landscaping plan (9309 SLS 01 Rev B) and is outside of the development site
boundary, it is not clear whether this area of grassland has been surveyed to
establish a) its current ecological value and b) the extent to which it can be
enhanced. As it is outside of the development boundary it should appear as off-site
habitat enhancement within the Biodiversity metric assessment.
The Biodiversity metric has identified the creation of 0.18 ha heathland and scrub
habitat and also refers to 0.18 ha of woodland and forest in the metric under ‘habitat
succession’. According to the metric, this will provide 11.92 biodiversity units over a
30-year time frame. This habitat is not mentioned in the response to our earlier
comments from Haslam Ecology 25th April 2021 and it would be good to clarify
whether the area of scrub and the area of woodland are different or represent
different stages of habitat development on the same area of land.
Conclusions
The grassland vegetation communities present on the site include areas of more
species rich vegetation that have not been fully accounted for in the ecological
assessment. In the calculations used within the Biodiversity Metric 2.0 all of the
grassland is classified as Grassland – other neutral grassland. However, the areas of

more diverse grassland present should potentially be included in the metric
separately and at least some areas more closely resemble lowland meadow. The
condition of the grassland vegetation will also need to be re-assessed.
The presence of more diverse grassland vegetation within the site means that the
overall impact of the proposal on the Local Wildlife Site is significantly greater than
the assessment in the revised PEA currently suggests.
In terms of the mitigation hierarchy opportunities to avoid and reduce impacts on
these areas of species rich grassland need to be re-assessed. There could be scope
to retain these areas and to reduce any impacts on them. Once that process has
been completed the current Biodiversity Metric calculation and the PEA should be
updated to reflect the presence of more diverse grassland and to assess how any
amendments to the proposals influence the calculations within the metric and the
consequent losses and gains in biodiversity. At the moment there has not been an
ecological assessment of the area that lies outside of the development site boundary
(but is within the Local Wildlife Site) that has been identified for enhancement. If this
is included, it should appear separately as an off-site enhancement with its own
baseline data.
The enhancement proposals also need to be re-visited and updated with respect to
comments made above.
We also have concerns about the future management of grassland at the site
especially where small patches of grassland are isolated by the new access road.
Managing these small remnant areas will be challenging logistically and they will be
less attractive to potential graziers. It would be beneficial to have details of how the
site would be managed post development in order to clarify some of the uncertainties
e.g. with respect to which areas will be grazed and which might only be cut.
27.05.21:
This letter is intended to provide an up to date response to the above proposals,
summarising all our previous responses (including those at the pre-application stage)
and taking into account the response letter and biodiversity net gain calculations
from Haslam Ecology dated 25th April 2021.
A Preliminary Ecological Appraisal (Haslam Ecology, April 2020) was submitted at
the pre-application stage. The Trust made the following comments:
• The habitat assessment presented within the report is not considered sufficiently
detailed. Given that the access track is located entirely within Ferney Bottom
Meadows LWS a thorough botanical assessment should be made, including a full
species list per field and an assessment against the LWS criteria. Appropriate
mitigation should then be detailed to compensate for impacts.
• Whilst we are pleased to see that an enhancement section has been included
within the report, we suggest that restoration of species-rich grassland would be
more appropriate, particularly given the direct impacts to an LWS grassland. Offsite
compensation may be required if there is no suitable location within the application
area.
• The report mentions a desk study but no information is provided regarding records
of protected species in the area or the finer details of the LWS designation. It is

unclear whether the record centre has been consulted, as per best practice
guidelines.
• Dismissing the site for ground-nesting birds solely due to its aspect is not
considered a robust assessment, given that it comprises entirely of upland pasture
which is a habitat commonly used by ground-nesting species. Further consideration
should be given to whether the site may be used by such species and mitigation
proposed.
In response to these comments, a revised Preliminary Ecological Appraisal (Haslam
Ecology, October 2020) was then submitted including the additional grassland
assessment. This stated that the grassland within the application area does not
currently qualify under the Local Wildlife Site (LWS) guidelines for grassland,
however this was based on two surveys (March and October) both of which were
outside the optimal botanical survey period and therefore it is likely that some plant
species will have been missed.
Mitigation was suggested including standard trees along the access track, reseeding of the field to the west of the access track and maintenance of a
sympathetic grazing regime to the south of the development area. These measures
are broadly acceptable to the Trust and we advised that they should be expanded
upon in a Habitat Mitigation Strategy document, which could be secured through a
planning condition. Given that there will be a net loss of grassland, including areas
inside and outside the LWS, we advised that the opportunity should be taken to
restore a larger area of grassland to LWS quality. Discussion would be required as to
the land ownership and we advise that the entire LWS is also surveyed. Areas could
then be targeted for actions such as re-seeding and/or more sympathetic grazing.
We also advised that the tree officer should be consulted on the most appropriate
tree species for the access track.
We have also reviewed the letter from Haslam Ecology (25th April, 2021) which sets
out some initial details of a biodiversity metric assessment and concludes that there
will be a net gain of 248.88%. We assume that this is based on the Layout Plan
(Dwg 9309-SLS_01B) included in Appendix A of the Statement of Clarification
Landscape and Visual prepared by Robinson Harpur Hill Ltd in April 2021. However,
we have not had an opportunity to comment on the detail of the Biodiversity Metric
Assessment as the full workings have not, as far as we are aware, been submitted.
We therefore request that a copy of the Excel version of the metric be made
available to us as soon as possible.
We note that the development will result in a permanent loss of an estimated 0.15 ha
of grassland included within a designated Local Wildlife Site and although the
surveys undertaken to date have indicated that the grassland vegetation community
is not as species rich as it once was we remain concerned that a survey has not
been undertaken at an optimal time of year. At the current time the information being
used within the biodiversity metric has not been collected at the optimal time and
there remains an element of doubt regarding the status of the existing grassland
vegetation within the Local Wildlife Site. In addition there is a loss of an estimated
1.3 ha of grassland outside of the Local Wildlife Site. This field too has not been
surveyed at the optimal time of year, but we accept that this field is not included as
part of the LWS.
With regard to the grassland enhancement proposals we do not support the use of

the proposed seed mixes which introduce a range of species that are not found
within the site (e.g. the grasses Schedonorus arundinaceus, Schedonorus pratensis
and the forb Jasiona montana which is a rare species in Derbyshire). The target
habitat for the enhancement of the retained grassland within the Local Wildlife Site
should be the MG5b Cynosurus cristatus – Centaurea nigra grassland; Galium
verum sub-community. Due to the proximity of this site to the Peak District National
Park and to grassland SSSIs and a host of Local Wildlife Sites and Local Nature
Reserves present in this area we advise that, if the development does go ahead, the
seed should be local provenance and applied either as green hay or broadcast as
seeds.
We would also prefer to see a more holistic approach to the mitigation and
enhancement proposals that would aim to secure the sympathetic management and
enhancement of the remaining fields within the Local Wildlife Site and not just the
fields that are directly impacted. This would offer better long term benefits through
securing a larger area of a core part of the ecological network in this area.
Whilst we acknowledge that tree planting will be intended to screen the
development, we would agree with the Landscape consultant’s comments that “Any
substantial tree planting would also be out of character in an Upland Limestone
Pastures Landscape Type”. This also supports our recommendation to omit
woodland creation from the mitigation proposals. Whilst proposals should strive to
achieve a biodiversity gain, they should also be sensitive and appropriate to the area
and should first and foremost attempt to compensate for what will be lost, unless
there is good reason to compensate with a different habitat type.
We also note that the site falls within the risk zone for multiple SSSIs and therefore it
is advisable to contact Natural England for comments.
We will be happy to provide further comment on the full details of the metric and an
updated ecology report of the grassland and revised biodiversity enhancement
details.
16.03.21:
Our comments provided in our letter DWTHPK564a dated 19th November 2020 are
still considered relevant. The proposals would have a significant impact on the area,
including a net loss of upland grassland and development within a Local Wildlife Site.
We acknowledge that the ecology report has identified that the grassland is now of
poorer quality than when the LWS was designated, however should the proposals go
ahead, the opportunity should be taken to restore the remaining grassland and
secure a larger area under appropriate habitat management. The proposed areas of
scrub and trees to screen the new building fall a long way short of sufficient habitat
mitigation and are likely to result in a net biodiversity loss (assumed, as no metric
has been provided). Planning decisions should achieve net gains for biodiversity in
line with the NPPF 2019 and the only way this could be achieved in this case is to
secure an ambitious Habitat Mitigation Strategy, as per our previous comments.
We also note that the site falls within the risk zone for multiple SSSIs and therefore it
is advisable to contact Natural England for comments.
Further comments included in update report of 18.06.21

“We have received a letter from Haslam Ecology (10th June 2021) in response to our
submission on the 8th June 2021. In their response Haslam Ecology refer to the late
submission of new evidence from DWT. We would wish to point out that we only
received full details of the Biodiversity Metric calculations undertaken as a
fundamental part of this application on or around the 1st June 2021 and therefore
our visit was made as soon as practicable after that date.
Following a field visit we made on the 4th June 2021 we wrote to the Council on the
8th June highlighting the fact that the original surveys had not recorded a significant
number of plant species that are considered to be ‘indicative’ of better quality
grassland and are used in the selection of grassland Local Wildlife Sites. This
includes areas or parcels of the proposed development site that in our view should
have been given a more detailed assessment by the applicant from the outset. Our
letter clearly highlights the presence of these additional species whilst
acknowledging that much of the development site is of lower value. In that respect
for the most part we and Haslam Ecology are in agreement that most of the site
should be assigned in the metric calculations to the ‘grassland – other neutral
grassland’ habitat type. However, where the grassland still supports a more diverse
or distinctive community we would argue that these areas should appear as a
separate line in the metric calculations and that the condition should be higher than
poor (we would say moderate).
In addition, we consider that the metric calculation has undervalued the grassland
habitat by stating that it is of low strategic significance. The site is still a designated
Local Wildlife Site and occurs within 50m of three and 120m of one other Local
Wildlife Site. Local Wildlife Sites are a core component of strategic ecological
networks1. We consider that the metric should be at least medium strategic
significance for those areas of the site within the LWS.
1

NPPF, Feb 2019 and Biodiversity 2020: a strategy for England’s wildlife and
ecosystem services. Defra, 2011.
As we previously stated in our letter (8th June 2021) the mitigation and enhancement
proposals are confusing and it is not clear exactly how and where some of the
proposed measures are to be implemented and/or what the subsequent
management would be for some of the grassland areas. Key unresolved issues in
addition to those in bold above are as follows:
1. The Biodiversity Metric 2.0 calculation is not accompanied by a clear plan that
shows where the habitat parcels used in the habitat baseline, habitat creation,
habitat enhancement and site habitat succession are located.
2. The Biodiversity Metric calculation states that 1.29 ha of grassland will be
enhanced, but as far as we can ascertain this figure is not supported by the soft
landscaping strategy plan (9309 SLS 01 Rev B). This plan appears to indicate
enhancement of what we estimate to be around 0.93 ha.
3. The Biodiversity Metric 2.0 calculations include 1.29 ha of grassland to be created
and 1.29 ha of grassland to be enhanced. We need clarification that this is correct
and as stated under 1) above a clear map showing how the different habitats relate
to each other.

4. The letter from Haslam Ecology (April 2021) that summarises the results of the
biodiversity metric assessment states that 0.47 ha of grassland will be retained and
enhanced. This appears to refer to retained grassland to the south of the proposed
buildings (and above them). However, the soft landscaping plan (9309 SLS 01 Rev
B) identifies that this area will be retained as semi-improved pasture and does not
mention any enhancement or other intervention. Again clarification is sought as to
the location of all retained grassland and the treatment of retained grassland.
5. The grassland enhancement proposals include land that is outside of the
development boundary and is effectively off-site compensation. This should appear
in the Biodiversity Metric under separate tabs namely the D1 Off-site habitat baseline
and D3 Off-site habitat enhancement. We estimate that at least 0.25 ha of the
enhancement proposals are off-site.
6. The area of land that is proposed for off-site enhancement is a small part of a
larger field and there are no details of how this part of the field would be treated in
terms of management after enhancement.
7. We do not accept that some of the enhancement proposals will result in an
increase in biodiversity or off-set the impacts. For example, the 0.1815 ha of tussock
grassland do not in our view constitute an enhancement as the proposed seed mix is
dominated by coarse-leaved grasses and proposes the use of a seed mix which
would introduce a range of species that are not found within the site (e.g. the
grasses Schedonorus arundinaceus, Schedonorus pratensis and Deschampsia
cespitosa).
8. As previously stated the details for other seed mixes as proposed on the soft
landscaping strategy are also confusing. For example under Replacement Grassland
Habitat Mix the proposal is to use a seed mix from Emorsgate (EG6) that is entirely
composed of grasses. There is a reference stating ‘mix to ecologists specification’
but no further details. Clearly if the EG6 mix or something similar is used it cannot be
termed an enhancement as it will contain no forbs. The revised PEA refers only
briefly to using a slightly more diverse mix for re-seeding of the access field. Here
again there is no mention of the precise treatment for other areas of grassland.
9. The target habitat for any enhancement of the grasslands needs to reflect the
species that we now know to be present at the site as well as the grassland
vegetation communities present locally. Due to the proximity of this site to the Peak
District National Park and to grassland SSSIs and a host of Local Wildlife Sites and
Local Nature Reserves present in this area we advise that, if the development were
to receive planning permission, the seed should be of local provenance and applied
either as green hay or broadcast as seeds.
10. As previously queried the Biodiversity metric has identified the creation of 0.18
ha heathland and scrub habitat and refers to 0.18 ha of woodland and forest in the
metric under ‘habitat succession’. According to the metric, the 0.18 ha of woodland
will provide 11.92 biodiversity units over a 30-year period. This habitat is not
mentioned in the response to our earlier comments from Haslam Ecology 25th April
2021 and it would be good to clarify whether the area of scrub and the area of
woodland are different or represent different stages of habitat development on the
same area of land. Furthermore we do not consider that what is proposed at present

would constitute woodland habitat as it is dominated by shrub species planted in 13
separate blocks. The only tree included in the structural planting is Sorbus
aucuparia. Elsewhere there are a few scattered trees, but not in sufficient number to
constitute a wood.
11. As previously stated we consider that the presence of areas that support more
diverse grassland have not been identified at the outset (and the recent survey by
Haslam Ecology Ltd has acknowledged the presence of additional species) and as a
result the development has not applied the mitigation hierarchy to first and foremost
avoid and reduce impacts on these areas of species rich grassland. With a different
design there could be scope to retain these areas and to reduce any impacts on
them.
12. Further details of how retained and enhanced grassland will be sympathetically
managed.
Conclusions
We do not consider that the information currently submitted provides
sufficient clarity to understand the full impact of the development on the Local
Wildlife Site and the grassland habitats and the proposed mitigation and
enhancements. There are numerous issues and problems with the Biodiversity
Metric calculations and the soft landscaping proposals. We also note that the
habitat gain primarily relates to 0.18 ha of woodland, which is firstly not the
habitat that is being lost to the development and secondly has not been clearly
mapped on any of the plans. At present the soft landscaping plan shows small
blocks of shrub planting which in our view do not constitute woodland. We
therefore consider that there remains a significant risk that the development
will result in a net loss for biodiversity at the site.
We would be happy to review our comments and the objections that we have raised
if the points above are fully and effectively addressed”.
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Awaited – informally confirmed no tree impacts on site.
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06.04.21:
Application’s Supporting Information. Is any adverse impact on the Conservation
Area/Listed Building or their Setting raised? YES: Less than substantial harm.
Comments on the Heritage Statement
The report identifies designated and non-designated heritage assets likely to be
impacted by the proposed development:
Grin Low Tower (Soloman’s Temple) Grade II Listed (built on Grin Low Round
Barrow, undesignated): 1KM to NW:

The Heritage Statement describes this as a ‘cylindrical, castellated eye-catcher’ in
open countryside in an elevated location, intended to provide a 360 degree view. It
notes that the development site can be viewed from the base of the tower, partly
screened by Temple Plantation. The report notes the structure’s heritage
significance as being a landmark feature in the landscape as well as a tower to view
the landscape from, showing deliberate design intent. It should be noted that the
tower incorporates stone steps so views from the top of the tower can also be
gained, although this is not discussed in the report. The report does not explore any
historical information about the building of the Tower or its design intent, it does not
comment how the surrounding landscape has changed since the building of the
Tower in 1840, nor the main features that make up that setting.
It is important to emphasise that the landscape surrounding the Tower is typical of
the upland limestone plateau and from this high ground the building is experienced in
a setting of attractive long distance views of the Peak District Countryside together
with views across Buxton. The landscape is predominantly rolling agricultural grazing
land, dry stone walls and few trees. Only the Harpur Hill Business Park, quarrying
and Harpur Hill settlement are the exceptions to this prevailing landscape character
but these are distinct visual entities.
Fox Low Bowl Barrow (Scheduled Monument): 700 to NE: There is a line of sight
between the Fox Low bowl barrow and the development site
Non-designated Heritage Assets: Complex of nearby assets including Cromford and
high Peak Railway and quarrying and lime burning earthworks. The report notes the
complex historical and visual landscape with layers of industrial and military history,
although it does not highlight the agricultural context (fields, dry stone walls and
copses of trees) which is the main backdrop to the landscape.
Impact
The report comments that the development will not affect the view of the Tower from
any public or significant viewpoints.
The report, however, notes that in relation to outward views, the new building will be
seen as ‘a significant intervention into the landscape in the middle distance’ and
depending on point and elevation on Grin Low all or part of the proposed building will
be visible. It concludes that despite screening, colour of building materials, cutting
into the bankside and backdrop of other industrial activity the proposed development
will still affect the significance of Grin Low Tower.
The report concludes that development will have small incremental effect on views
from Fox Low. With regard to non-designated heritage assets there will be an effect
on the setting of the railway and have a material effect on the quarrying and lime
burning landscape.
Comments
The Heritage Statement provides a summary of heritage assets likely to be affected
and the main impact will be on the setting of Grin Low Tower which is a designed
feature in the landscape and allows uninterrupted views of the surrounding
landscape. I agree that the proposal will constitute ‘less than substantial harm’ to the
setting of Grin Low Tower. With regard to the other heritage assets there is also a

degree of ‘less than substantial harm’ but this is of a much lesser degree of
magnitude, and the landscape setting to many of these is rather incidental rather
than contributing to the significance of their setting.
It is disappointing that the LVIA has not superimposed an outline of the building on
the Photo Viewpoints which would have enabled a more detailed assessment of the
impact of the development, including its mitigation, to be assessed.
I have reviewed the LVIA and Anton Cannell’s comments (Landscape Comments).
Anton’s views regarding the impact of the proposed development and effectiveness
of mitigation are particularly helpful in assessing how the development will impact on
the setting of Grin Low Tower. Historic England guidance ‘Setting of Heritage Assets’
advises that significance derives not only from its physical presence and historic
fabric but also from its setting ‘the surroundings in which it is experienced’. The
setting of Grin Low Tower and it is not just the view from the tower itself but views
back to the Tower and the wider context of the Buxton Country Park with its network
of footpaths and the ever changing interconnected public views between the Tower
and its wider landscape.
The landscape comments highlight that the development site is on a north-west
facing slope which is highly visible from higher ground to the north and west and is
focussed on a group of fields forming a grassy terrace which is visibly separate from
Harpur Hill Business Park (which is well contained topographically) and residential
development at Harpur Hill. The proposed development will diminish the visual
separation between the two and erode the prevailing landscape character of the
upland limestone plateau. The substantial earthworks to create the building
platforms, hardstanding and the mass of the building will represent a significant
intervention in the landscape.
I note that the landscape comments question the ability of the mitigation to lessen
the visual impact of the development as trees are not a feature of the upland
limestone pastures and block tree planting would be inappropriate. It also comments
that all the mitigation measures would not have the ability to limit the impact of such
a large building and the engineering works required to make the site suitable. From
many important views in elevated locations the landscape comments conclude that
mitigation will not reduce visual impacts to an acceptable level.
The proposed development will result in ‘less than substantial harm’ to the setting of
Grin Low Tower. The Heritage Statement notes that the development will be a
significant intervention in the middle distance, depending on which point around the
Tower environs that the outward view is gained from, and this would erode the
prevailing agricultural character and attractive distant views.
Recommendation: Less than substantial harm.
Further comments (included in update report of 18.06.21
“Having walked the footpath through Harpur Hill Industrial Estate it is important
recognise the prominence of views back to the tower/Grinlow Hill, especially from the
footpath just below the former railway line looking across the application site directly
below (see photos). This dramatic vista is only possible in this open landscape gap
between the Industrial Estate and Harpur Hill Village. Allowing the proposal would

dramatically change this view, introducing a large shed in the foreground, removing
this green wedge of land between adjoining developments and harming the
landscape quality of this key vantage point of the hill and panoramic landscape
beyond. The scale of the application building would also be vast in comparison with
the traditional form of the farm buildings below the site.
The importance of this green wedge and significance of open countryside views from
the tower environs is also clearly demonstrated in the photos taken from just below
the tower looking back towards the application site. These views also demonstrate
the visual severance of the application site from the wider Harpur Hill Industrial
Estate because of the land form and its substantially lower position.
I maintain my view that this proposal will constitute less than substantial harm to the
setting of Grinlow Tower”.
Refer to public file for photographs.
HPBC
Health

Environmental Conditional Response
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Amenity

26.05.21:
COMMENTS: Noise
Conditions 1 to 3 are recommended to protect local amenity with regard to noise.
COMMENTS: Artificial light
Condition 4 is recommended to protect the amenity of the locality, in terms of light
pollution especially for people living and/or working nearby.
COMMENTS: Sewerage
Condition 5 is recommended as the development proposals suggest foul water is to
be treated via a septic tank. Disposal via the pubic drainage provided by the
Statutory Sewage Undertaker (Severn Trent) represents the most sustainable option
available (with reference to the NPPF), unless there are significant and valid reasons
not to.
Comment: Construction
The construction/demolition stage of the development could lead to an increase of
noise and dust etc. experienced at sensitive premises and subsequent loss of
amenity, for this reason conditions 6 to 10 are suggested.
COMMENT: Contamination
The phase 1 contamination report submitted in support of the application (Ivy House
Environmental, ref: IV.66.21, dated March 2021) recommendes that the assessment
is progressed to Ph2 to fully characterise the site. For this reason and to protect the
health of the public and the wider environment condition 11 is recommended.
Refer to consultation response for list of recommended conditions.
26.05.21:
I have managed to access the D&A statement, which does expand on the proactive

stance that the company will be taking.

If you consider it is appropriate based on the information contained within the
application, it may be sufficient to include a condition to simply requires:
Prior to first operation at the site, the operator of the site shall implement and
maintain a low emission strategy that incorporates the following:









Provision of electric vehicle charging points (minimum of 8 to be provided)
Provision of secure cycle parking spaces and suitable changing facilities
Provision of ultra-low emission service vehicles and company vehicles
Provision for all commercial vehicles to comply with current vehicle emission
standards.
A strategy for considering reduced emissions, low emission fuels and
technologies for all fleet operations.
Provision of cycle to work schemes, public transport subsidies.
All gas-fired boilers to meet a minimum standard of 40mgNOx/kWh or
consideration of alternative heat sources.
Any additional measures as identified by the operator of the site.

HPBC Regeneration

Support

Refer
to
Section

Principle

28.05.21:
Clearly any economic data of Dec 2019 is not comparable with the current economic
situation – and as per my earlier e-mail, claimant count rates currently stand at 4.7%
in High Peak for April 2020 (ONS data). The growth in the cardboard industry is
from a reliable source which I would suggest is fully reliable.
27.05.21:
The economic case for this development in my opinion is extremely strong – and
from a regeneration perspective this an application that we have always strongly
supported and have advocated its approval. Please see letter of support previously
submitted.
I can confirm that claimant count for April 2021 (ONS statistics) is currently 4.5% and
the number of new jobs which would be generated by this proposal would make a
significant positive benefit to the economy both in terms of direct employment and
also through increased multiplier spend. In addition, the significant uplift in annual
business rates income to the council/DCC will be used to support a range of
community services over the longer term.
While appreciating the planning balance that must be taken into consideration, from
an economic perspective, especially in this current economic climate of significant

job losses and underemployment in the local economy, it is my view that economic
benefits of this scheme should take precedence, especially if appropriate mitigation
through for habitat loss can be incorporated.
This business will provide substantial job growth, significant increase in business
rates and multiplier benefits to the local area and the site is adjacent to an existing
well established industrial estate. We are therefore fully supportive of this application
and would firmly recommend approval.
18.06.21
Amended Comments included in the Update Report of 18.06.21 (based on 70 fulltime retained jobs plus 30 full-time proposed jobs):
“Further to the clarification from Avanti, I have updated the economic statement to
reflect the fact that there are 30 new positions and 70 safeguarded. While the
company may grow further, at the present this additional growth is not calculated so I
have only used the immediate figures which are quantifiable.
I still consider this to be a very strong application and from the economic and
regeneration perspective, this is one that we are fully endorsing”.
“Avanti Conveyors was established in 1988 in Furness Vale and has grown to its
current employment base of 70 full time workers and supplies to over 30 countries
world-wide. They manufacture their machinery range of conveyor systems,
specialising in the corrugated packaging industry, and their products include marketleading software and hardware solutions which is innovation led in High Peak. This is
an important growth sector within the UK, seeing 12% growth, and this site will
support investment in a growth industry in our district.
Avanti are an important supply chain business to a number of local companies
including powder coaters, bearing suppliers etc, spending around £4million PA in the
local economy. Contracts with some of their suppliers such as Bevan Powder
Coating, represent as much as 70% of their work.
The growth of the Avanti has for a number of years been constrained by their
existing site and the Regeneration team have been working with them to identify
potential sites to support business retention, and job growth within the district. There
are no available built units which could accommodate their needs – the largest
available 1,1447sqm (15,500sqft) less than their needs and is based in Glossop
which maybe difficult for existing staff members to travel to, due to lack of public
transport availability from Furness vale area. The largest available unit in
Buxton/Central high peak is 603sqm –more than 3,616sqm (38,900sqft) less than
their needs. The company have correctly identified that the only solution if they wish
to remain in the local area is to build a new purpose build
There is currently a very limited supply of employment sites in Buxton or central High
Peak and even sites allocated in the local plan are not being either actively pursued
by owners or are available to purchase by local businesses. There is no available
site which could accommodate a building of this size within the Buxton or central
High Peak area at this time. They have therefore identified a site, adjacent to an
existing industrial area at Harpur Hill. The length of time it has taken to identify this

option and the lack of alternatives, means that it is reasonable to accept that if this
application were refused, the company would have to relocate outside of the district
to accommodate growth. The pressure on sites is not limited to High Peak, and
many of the existing industrial sites close to the A6 in Stockport are also fully
occupied – so it highly likely that a relocation from High Peak would result in
redundancies of the vast majority of the existing 70 employees or the distance may
make it unviable for them, as well as loss of trade to supply chain businesses.
The application will create new employment floorspace of 4,219sqm (45,412sqft) of
which approximately 10% will be for upper floor offices. The project will generate an
additional 30 jobs immediately upon completion. The scale of the job growth is
realistic and there is the potential for further job growth in future years based on
increased trade generated by the new premises.
High Peak Borough Council has adopted in 2017, a matrix to quantify multiplier
outcomes from job generation and employment projects based on re-spend in the
local economy and new business rates income. The matrix is based on ONS
household income/disposable income data with analysis on local spend (retail spend
analysis evidence base from Local Plan). Research identified that minimum wage
local employees spend an additional £1,394 per annum close their employee base
and higher wage earners and managers would generate up to £11,045 additional
spend. Based on a ratio of 90/10 and this scheme will therefore generate an
additional £70,773 per annum for local shops and traders and safeguard a further
£165,137 which could be lost if the business relocated.
In addition, based on existing rateable values for industrial properties with offices in
Harpur Hill, the new building will have an estimated rateable value of approximately
£161,587 - which would generate business rates income of £82,441 per annum a
proportion of which will be retained by Derbyshire County Council and High Peak
Borough Council to support services for the community.
High Peak is currently experiencing a significant increase in worklessness and
underemployment due to the impact of Covid-19 and changing economic
circumstances. The claimant count now stands at 4.0% (2,310 people) May 2021
which is not only a significant rise over the last 12 months from 1.8% (1,045) but also
represents the highest claimant unemployment the district has seen since the winter
of 1995/1996 – higher than the depression of 2008-2012. (ONS). The opportunity to
create 30 well paid permanent jobs would be very welcomed and the potential loss of
70 if the company were to be relocated would be a significant blow to the local
economy.
High Peak Borough Council has adopted an Employment and Skills charter for
applicants creating more than 20 new positions. At present, the company has not
submitted a voluntary statement in this regard, so we would ask that Avanti
Conveyors be encouraged to do so on a voluntary basis. This would only require
them as a minimum agree to advertise all vacancies via jobcentre plus, alongside
any other methods they may choose. However, it should also be noted that
Jobcentre plus can also pay for pre-recruitment training and screening and have
links with Buxton & Leek college who deliver a range of training and can access
grant funding for skills and apprenticeship recruitment. We would therefore
encourage more engagement with these partners if they are not already in contact.
There are also some new apprenticeship grants which the company would be

eligible to access to support employment of young people, subject to this application
being approved.
In summary:







30 new jobs
70 jobs safeguarded
Multiplier value to local economy from employee spend worth £235,910
Safeguarding of £4m annual spend to supply chain to local area – with
potential for growth
£82,441 annual increase in rates (percentage retained by HPBC)
Temporary jobs, multiplier spend and business generated by construction
(unmeasured)

While appreciating the planning balance that must be taken into consideration, from
an economic perspective alone, taking into consideration the job growth, the
significant risk of redundancies if not approved, the significant increase in business
rates and multiplier benefits to the local area and the impact on the local business
supply chain – as well as the fact that this new site would be clustered adjacent to an
existing well established industrial estate –means that we are fully supportive of this
application and would firmly recommend approval”.
29.06.21 – Further clarification on the “multiplier” figure.
The Council has adopted (in 2017) a matrix for assessing the multiplier impact of
jobs in the borough. This is based on reliable and tested evidence and in all cases
uses the minimum uplift that can be expected.
It uses a calculation based on evidence that shows that on average, 75% of
disposable income is spent within 5 miles of a persons employment, multiplied by the
lowest quartile full time salary in the district (2016) divided by UK average household
spend assessment of disposable income and by High Peak Retail spend analysis
(2016) which shows how disposable income is retained within the district – and has
been examined in the local plan.
Effectively what this means, is that we have an average uplift for every new job
created based on lowest quartile average salary for 2016; and a higher rate for a
new supervisor or person inwardly relocating into the district for work. Where we
have no specific evidence to show job type we usually take a ratio of 9 (min) to every
1 (supervisor/relocated) position.
As the above are averages, it actually doesn’t matter if a position maybe primarily
based outside the district and would therefore spend less in the Borough, because
the likelihood is that other staff members will spend more than the minimum
especially if they both live and work in the district or if they are paid higher than the
2016 lowest salary quartile. It should also be noted that these average uplifts are
based on 2016 spend/salary levels – we were due to update these in 2020, but due
to covid have not had capacity within the team. It should also be noted that the
multiplier relates only to disposable income. The proportion of other income spent in
the Borough, for example, income spent on a mortgage or rent, may be different
depending on where employees reside but that it not considered by the multiplier.

Natural England

No objection.

Refer
Section

to

Ecology

07.04.21:
Based on the plans submitted, Natural England considers that the proposed
development will not have significant adverse impacts on designated sites and has
no objection.
Natural England’s further advice on designated sites/landscapes and advice on other
natural environment issues is set out below.
Leek Moors Site of Special Scientific Interest
Based on the plans submitted, Natural England considers that the proposed
development will not damage or destroy the interest features for which the site has
been notified and has no objection.
The Wye Valley Site of Special Scientific Interest
Based on the plans submitted, Natural England considers that the proposed
development will not damage or destroy the interest features for which the site has
been notified and has no objection.
Goyt Valley Site of Special Scientific Interest
Based on the plans submitted, Natural England considers that the proposed
development will not damage or destroy the interest features for which the site has
been notified and has no objection.
Poole's Cavern and Grin Low Wood Site of Special Scientific Interest
Based on the plans submitted, Natural England considers that the proposed
development will not damage or destroy the interest features for which the site has
been notified and has no objection.
Other advice
Biodiversity Net Gain
Biodiversity net gain is a demonstrable gain in biodiversity assets as a result of a
development project that may or may not cause biodiversity loss, but where the final
output is an overall net gain. Net gain outcomes can be achieved both on and/or off
the development site and should be embedded into the development process at the
earliest stages.
The government is intending that it will mandate net gains for biodiversity on new
developments in England to deliver an overall increase in biodiversity. Natural
England therefore suggests that your authority may want to advise the applicant to
follow the net gain approach and take the opportunity within this proposal to be an
exemplar development which can demonstrate a net gain in biodiversity
The Biodiversity metric 2.0 (beta test version) is now available and includes a user
guide, calculation tool and detailed technical supplement which can all be
downloaded from: http://nepubprod.appspot.com/publication/5850908674228224
The advantage of using a recognised metric to deliver net gain is that it provides a
clear, transparent and evidence-based approach to assessing a project’s biodiversity

impacts that can assist with “de-risking” a development through the planning process
and contribute to wider place-making.
Further general advice on the consideration of protected species and other natural
environment issues is provided at Annex A.
Refer to consultation for details.
Peak
Park
-

District

National Awaited.

Refer to Update Sheet

6. PLANNING POLICIES RELEVANT TO THE DECISION
Adopted High Peak Local Plan April 2016
Policy S 1
Sustainable Development Principles
Policy S 1a Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development
Policy S 2
Settlement Hierarchy
Policy S 4
Maintaining and Enhancing an Economic Base
Policy S 7
Buxton Sub-area Strategy
Policy EQ 1 Climate Change
Policy EQ2 Landscape Character
Policy EQ3 Rural Development
Policy EQ 5 Biodiversity
Policy EQ 6 Design and Place Making
Policy EQ 7 Built and Historic Environment
Policy EQ 9 Trees, Woodlands and hedgerows
Policy EQ 10 Pollution Control and Unstable Land
Policy EQ 11 Flood Risk Management
Policy E 1
New Employment Development
Policy E 2
Employment Land Allocations
Policy E 3
Primary Employment Zones
Policy CF 6 Accessibility and Transport
Policy CF 7 Planning Obligations and Community Infrastructure Levy
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 2018
National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG)
7. POLICY AND MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Planning Policy Context
7.1 The determination of a planning application should be made pursuant to
section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, which is to
be read in conjunction with section 70(2) of the Town and Country Planning
Act 1990. Section 38(6) requires the Local Planning Authority to determine
planning applications in accordance with the development plan, unless there
are material considerations which 'indicate otherwise'. Section 70(2) provides
that in determining applications the Local planning Authority "shall have

regard to the provisions of the Development Plan, so far as material to the
application and to any other material considerations.” The Development Plan
currently consists of the Adopted High Peak Local Plan 2016.
7.2 The NPPF (National Planning Policy Framework) as revised is considered
to be a mandatory material consideration in decision making.
Achieving
sustainable development sits at the heart of the NPPF as referred to within
paragraphs 10 and 11. This requires the consideration of three overarching
and mutually dependant objectives being: economic, social and environmental
matters where they are to be applied to local circumstances of character,
need and opportunity as follows:
a) an economic objective – to help build a strong, responsive and
competitive economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the right types
is available in the right places and at the right time to support growth,
innovation and improved productivity; and by identifying and
coordinating the provision of infrastructure;
b) a social objective – to support strong, vibrant and healthy communities,
by ensuring that a sufficient number and range of homes can be
provided to meet the needs of the present and future generations; and
by fostering a well designed and safe built environment, with
accessible services and open spaces that reflect current and future
needs and support communities’ health, social and cultural well being;
and,
c) an environmental objective – to contribute to protecting and enhancing
our natural, built and historic environment; including making the
effective use of land, helping to improve biodiversity, using natural
resources prudently, minimising waste and pollution, and mitigating
and adapting to climate change, including moving to a low carbon
economy.
7.3 LP (Local Plan) Policy S1a establishes a presumption in favour of
sustainable development as contained within NPPF paragraph 11. It requires
decision makers to apply a presumption in favour of sustainable development.
For decision makers this means that when considering development
proposals which accord with the development plan they should be approved
without delay or where the development plan is absent, silent or relevant
policies are out of date, grant planning permission unless:i) the application of policies in this Framework that protect areas or assets
of particular importance provides a clear reason for refusing the
development proposed; or
ii) any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably
outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in this
Framework taken as a whole.
Principle of Development
7.4 The LP sets out the spatial vision and strategy for High Peak up to 2031.
The strategic objectives of the Local Plan are grouped under three key
themes which underpin the Local Plan which are protecting Peak District
character, enhancing prosperity and promoting healthy and sustainable

communities. LP Policy S1 reflects these strategic objectives and aims to
balance the need to make adequate provision for homes, jobs and services
with the need to protect and enhance High Peak’s considerable natural and
heritage assets in the most sustainable way.
7.5 The Spatial Strategy is key to delivering the overall vision for High Peak
and seeks to achieve this through the three overarching themes outlined
above. LP Policy S2 Settlement Hierarchy forms a basis for taking forward
the principles of the Plan’s spatial strategy. It provides a framework to
manage development in a sustainable way and to promote development in
areas where services and facilities are available. The Policy defines the
settlement hierarchy for the plan area and the broad approach to development
within each tier of the hierarchy. Development will be focused in market
towns, with a moderate scale of development in larger villages. Outside these
settlements development in smaller villages will be limited. In other rural
areas, areas outside defined settlement boundaries “development will be
strictly limited to that which has an essential need to be located in the
countryside”. The LP whilst allowing for some development in the countryside
seeks to focus business and industrial development within settlements and
has a more restrictive approach the countryside development in order to
protect landscape character.
7.6 The site is located within the Open Countryside where LP Policy EQ3
“Rural Development” reflects LP Policy S2 in its restrictive approach to
development in the countryside. For countryside areas, it states the Council
will strictly control development to protect landscape character whilst
facilitating sustainable rural development.
This will be achieved by
“supporting rural employment development in the form of home working,
commercial enterprises and live-work units where a rural location can be
justified” and “ensuring all development is of a high quality design and
protects or enhances landscape character and the setting of the Peak District
National Park”.
7.7 LP Policy S4 Maintaining an Economic Base and LP Policy E1 New
Employment Development seek to promote economic development. LP Policy
S4 supports the expansion of existing businesses. LP Policy E1 focuses
employment development to sustainable locations, supports the development
of the employment land allocations (Policy E2) and Primary Employment
Zones (Policy E3).
7.8 Under the above local plan policies the proposals are therefore
considered to be an acceptable form of development in the open countryside
in principle provided that i) a rural location can be justified and ii) they protect
landscape character. It is also necessary for the proposal to accord in all other
respects with the relevant local plan and national planning policies. Of
particular relevance to this application, as will be discussed in more detail
below are, NPPF paragraphs 193 and 196 and local plan policy EQ7 which
deal with heritage issues. In principle planning consent may be granted to
applications affecting heritage assets provided that the proposal accords with
the tests set out in the NPPF.

Rural Location
7.9 The Council’s Regeneration Section have confirmed that Avanti
Conveyors has grown to its current employment base of 64 full time workers
and supplies to over 30 countries world-wide. They manufacture their
machinery range of conveyor systems, specialising in the corrugated
packaging industry, and their products include market-leading software and
hardware solutions which is innovation led in High Peak. The growth of the
company has for a number of years been constrained by their existing site
and the Regeneration team have been working with them to identify potential
sites to support business retention, and job growth within the Borough. There
is currently a very limited supply of employment sites in Buxton or central High
Peak and even sites allocated in the local plan are not being either actively
pursued by owners or are available to purchase by local businesses. The
company have correctly identified that the only solution if they wish to remain
in the local area is to build a new purpose build. The length of time it has
taken to identify this option and the lack of alternatives, means that it is
reasonable to accept that if this application were refused, the company would
have to relocate outside of the Borough to accommodate growth. High Peak
is currently experiencing a significant increase in worklessness and
underemployment due to the impact of Covid-19 and changing economic
circumstances. The unemployment benefit claimant count for April 2021
(ONS statistics) is currently 4.5%.
7.10 In response to recent applicant commentary regarding the review of the
LP (Local Plan), there is only a requirement to determine whether the LP
should be updated within a 5 year period. This has been considered on the
1st April 2021 and has acknowledged that some employment sites have
stalled and will form part of the review for the next LP. In addition, the
adopted LP did de-allocate and re-allocate a number of employment sites to
re-balance supply based on the findings of the Employment Land Review,
which identified an over-supply of land in the Borough. Unfortunately, some
of the sites which remain in supply are now experiencing difficulties with land
ownership constraints in particular. As acknowledged, the applicant has
worked with the Council to consider alternatives which are allocated for
employment but no suitable or available options have been identified.
7.11 To clarify, the DS15 LP Birch Vale Allocation has not been entirely reallocated for housing as claimed by the applicant and 0.9ha has been retained
for employment land. It is understood that the applicant has not been able to
come to an agreement with the owner of this site. Furthermore, the Forge
Works site was granted consent for housing on appeal.
7.12 Nevertheless, in summary, the supporting information submitted by the
applicant details the long search over a number of years which they have
undertaken for new premises. (See table at Appendix to this report).
Unfortunately, they have not been able to locate a suitable site on either
previously developed land, an existing established employment site, within a
settlement boundary or within a Primary Employment Zone or employment
allocation in the local plan. For these reasons and having regard to the
comments of the Council’s Regeneration Officer, it is considered that a rural
location in the open countryside has been adequately justified and accords in

principle, with that strand of Policy EQ3. The second strand, with regard to
landscape impact will be returned to below.
Economic benefit
7.13 According to the Design and Access Statement:
Avanti Conveyors Limited (AC) manufactures materials handling and logistics
systems for the corrugated cardboard industry globally. The company began
in 1989 as the UK agent for US based organisation Pentek – then suppliers of
materials handling and logistics systems.
It was bought in 1999 from Pentek by Simon Mander, Keith Mander and
Danos Damianou (then employees of the company) and is still owned by them
today.
In 2004, due of the needs to expand, secure suitable engineering expertise
and prohibitive operating costs, a decision was made to move the company
from Cheshire to its current location in Furness Vale, Derbyshire.
Until 2008 Avanti were a distributor of systems. Their growth since this time is
partly due to the change of distribution from the USA and Korea to becoming
a UK manufacturer.
Avanti supplies high-quality precision equipment, state-of-the-art software and
intuitive control systems, specifically for the corrugated packaging (cardboard)
industry. They have developed a reputation for technical excellence in their
field of expertise and deliver futureproof systems that can dramatically
improve operational performance.
Avanti’s clients include corrugated board handling organisations, distribution
centres and general manufacturers and many more besides. 90% of their
client base is cardboard packing, which as an industry is growing significantly
- 6% per annum – and expected to grow higher still in 2021 and beyond.
Clients are international blue chip companies, for example Smurfit Kappa
Packaging, Saica, David S Smith Packaging – with 60% of their business
exported globally to the Middle East, South Africa, Asia and USA; for example
the Company has just secured a £4m contract from New Zealand (November
2020).
Avanti currently has 64 employees, a turnover of £10m and a considerable
and successful trading history. It has a proven team of experienced
individuals with strong project management, electrical, mechanical and control
engineering expertise.
AC works with over 43 local suppliers based within the High Peak who will
grow as we grow; for example, A and S Bearings are a critical supplier based
in Water Swallows receives work to the value of c.£400k per annum. The
Company spends a total of £1.5-2 million per annum in the local area.
Over the past seven years Avanti has developed its in-house manufacturing
to sustain the business going forward, meaning that it has full control over its

supply chain, the manufacture and R&D of its current and future product
range. Avanti is unique in this industry in that is possesses hardware and
software development capability in-house – the vast majority of competitors
focus on hardware and outsource software development – allowing a more
effective ‘joined-up’ scheduling/logistics approach to R&D.
Employment is a diverse mix of degree qualified computing, software,
robotics, mechanical and electrical graduates/professionals to technically
complex welders and fabricators. The workforce is exceptionally international,
and the Company takes a proactive role in “growing their own” due to the skill
shortage within the manufacturing sector as a whole. Therefore,
apprenticeships are an excellent route for young people, and 50% of the
workforce are based within 20-minute drive of the present site.
Avanti is committed to the sustainability of its site, plant and resources. Their
industry is the most sustainable on the planet, and Avanti continue this value
within its operations. The majority of machinery in cardboard production uses
air to manufacture, which is costly in electricity (12 times more) and therefore
environmentally negative. Avanti have developed its machinery to operate
without air, thus saving costs and creating a more environmentally positive
process.
The Company intends to go fully electric in all aspects, and already supports
employees with cycle to work scheme, subsidised bicycle purchasing,
changing rooms and secure bike locks on site. All company cars are electric
or hybrid with electric hook-ups on site, and Avanti intends all its fleet to be
electric by 2025. The Company also sponsors mountain bike trailing and is a
committed partner in the local community – reinforcing its desire to remain in
Derbyshire.
The Company sponsors the local Mellor Lacrosse Club which has revitalised
its junior section with initiatives in local primary schools to get children active.
Avanti have supported the boys section with through sponsorship of clothing
for the Under 12, 14 and 16 age groups in 2019 and 2020 seasons. Avanti
also sponsors an outdoors physics initiative to increase Year 9 students
science capital, alongside Buxton Water and Costain, led by the Ogden Trust
https://www.ogdentrust.com/about-us/news/physics-in-the-field.
Cardboard packaging is one of the largest sectors within the Packaging
Industry. In the UK alone, it accounts for almost 30% of all packaging used
and remains the most commonly used packaging material (The Packaging
Federation). The cardboard sector is vitally important to manufacturing,
protecting around 75% of the UK’s packaged goods in transit.
Corrugated packaging has an excellent environmental record. On average,
UK manufactured corrugated boxes contain 76% recycled fibre which can be
from old cardboard boxes or cartons Ceres Logistics. Once used, corrugated
packaging is easy to recycle. In the UK and Europe, the collection of used
cardboard packaging is hugely successful – over 80% is collected for
recycling.

This superb recycling rate prevents an area of board the size of Greater
London from going to landfill every four months.
World demand for cardboard boxes increases year on year, growing 6%
annually since WW2. It is the original sustainable material – the average
cardboard box in UK is made up of 70% recycled materials; 76% of old
cardboard boxes are collected to go back into the waste system and be
turned into recycled paper making and recycled papermaking and cardboard
packaging has an annual turnover of £12bn, employing over 62,000 direct
employees (and 100,000 indirect) in the UK.
Due to advances in technology, the Corrugated Packaging Industry has
managed to significantly reduce the weight of its products whilst retaining their
strength. Improvements in product design now mean that space utilisation in
transport has been significantly improved – so reducing the number of lorries
on the road – more energy efficient machinery reducing consumption and
increases in processes resulting in a streamlined workforce. Innovation and
investment in the UK’s Paper-based industries has greatly improved its
productivity. Since 2000, productivity in the paper industry has increased from
230 tonnes per employee to 491 tonnes per employee in 2017 (Confederation
of Paper Industries (CPI) Annual Review 2020)
Just recently, Avanti’s customer sites have been responding to the biggest
Christmas that the cardboard industry has ever seen. In September 2020 they
saw the largest ever global production of cardboard, and this is expected to
continue to rise, in particular (but not solely) due to the demise of the
traditional high street during Covid19.
Future growth and development:
The regulatory body the CPI estimates the total UK market for corrugated
boxes to be approximately 5.142 million ksm, of which CPI members account
for about 81% (CPI Annual Review 2020). Despite the pandemic, the industry
has seen continued growth and figure from the NOA indicate the market will
grow between 1.5% and 2% year on year for the next 5 years.
Avanti itself has seen growth year on year of 10%, with a turnover of £8m in
2018/19, £9.5m in October 2019/20.
A total of £300,000 has been invested in plant and machinery, 8% increase in
headcount and similar increase in spend with the direct supply chain based in
the High Peak.
The Company’s order book continues to follow the strong growth predictions
of the industry.
Contracts secured in the last 6 months include:

New Zealand - £4m contract for Greenfield Site (OJI packaging,
Japanese company who also intend to build a further 4 more greenfield
in Australia),



Saica – Spanish company who are building in Livingston, £4m in
progress Forecasts for next financial year predict a turnover of £12m –
the Company regularly delivers £4m in guaranteed repeat business per
annum.

Avanti has been successful in the past with external funding to support
innovation and expansion In 2017/18 AC were awarded £0.5m from Innovate
UK for the development of the Pegasus Palletiser machine. Two prototypes
were developed, and these machine retail for £450,000. This will add a
considerable additional income stream to the Company, valued at £1m in
Year 1, £2m in Year 2 and £4m in Year 3. The build of these machines cannot
take place at the current facility, which is a further restriction to the potential
and security of the Company. These machines are presently making 500,000
Covid test boxes per day at a SKG site in Chesterfield & Weston Super Mare.
Avanti hold patent and full ownership of the prototype. Pegasus will enable
the Company to combine a strong offering to the Sector – instead of buying
palletiser and conveyors separately they will be combined, thus creating
efficiencies and doubling sales. Turnover of £14m by 2025 will be realised by
the addition of the Pegasus palletiser to its book. As part of the Company’s
intentions to become fully electric by 2025 in its fleet, Avanti is committed to
the adaption of its new premises to incorporate solar panels, charging points
and adoption of green technology throughout its processes. Avanti is keen to
become a leading exemplar of such sustainable working practices and
technology by 2025 and is committed to working collaboratively with the Local
Authority and Universities to achieve this ambition. To secure the future of the
Company, expand employment opportunities and maximise the potential of
the Pegasus Palletiser, the Company must relocate to a larger site with that
capacity – both in the immediate and longer term.
The Company future strategy details a trajectory of turnover to achieve £14m
by 2025, and an increase in headcount to 100 by 2025. The premises are a
vital component of these growth plans.
Should the site not be released for development, Avanti will relocate out of
Derbyshire to Stockport by December 2021 as all potential alternative
locations have been exhausted.
Avanti is focused on reducing disadvantage and poverty by ensuring local
residents are supported in accessing apprenticeship opportunities with them.
Training and employment are recognised routes out of deprivation and Avanti
will build on its work with schools, further and higher education partners to
ensure that local labour is embedded in their apprenticeship recruitment.
Avanti is committed to employing local people, supporting them to build a
career in a growing industry, offering a range of opportunities. Recent figures
from the DWP have shown that Universal Credit claims for young people aged
16-24 has doubled in the High Peak (September 2020 figures) and the Office
for National Statistics figures show rising unemployment has hit young people
the hardest, with the number of 16 to 24-year-olds in employment across the
UK dropping by more than 150,000 in the three months to July 2020. By
securing this relocation, Avanti can offer opportunities to these hardest hit
young people and build a better future for them and their families.

To maximise further collaboration with local partner, Avanti is presently
awaiting further details relating to an expression of interest for part-funding
towards fit-out of new premises through Invest to Grow, the European ERDF
funded programme administered by the University of Derby.
Conclusions:
Avanti has been engaged with the Council for some time to locate alternative
premises due to their pressing need to leave their current site to facilitate the
growth and demand. Despite this, no alternative site has been identified by
the company or the Council other than Harpur Hill, despite a considerable
number of sites being properly investigated.
The Company has been able to locate a site that has both immediate and
future capacity, thus enabling the Company to expand in the future from its
new base. From an economic point of view, this increases the viability of and
impact from the relocation; safeguarding 64 jobs, protecting the immediate
supply chain, creating a further 36 direct employment opportunities within 5
year period and facilitating further spend within the High Peak locality, but
also contributing towards the future of the Derbyshire and High Peak
economy, by creating substantial economic and wider social benefit, during a
most challenging period.
7.14 The Council’s Regeneration Section have provided detailed commentary
on the economic benefits of the scheme as per the consultation section of the
report. From an economic perspective alone, taking into consideration the
substantial job growth, significant increase in business rates and multiplier
benefits to the local area and that this business would be clustered adjacent
to an existing well established industrial estate, they are fully supportive of the
scheme for business relocation from Furness Vale and its expansion to
accommodate further job growth. The applicant has confirmed that the
proposal will generate 30 “new” jobs is the number. They currently employ 70,
and expect this to rise to 100 with the new space the facility will provide. This
would mean keeping those jobs in Derbyshire – where the alternatives now
would take the jobs out of the area to Stockport as the only other viable
option. The applicant says that their scheme involves creating 30 new jobs,
but potentially loosing 70 jobs from the region if it does not go ahead as they
must move from the present site to maintain demand. They also say that the
other main point of the potential loss of Avanti from the area is the ancillary
businesses they use locally, powder coaters, bearing suppliers etc. They say
they spend around £4million PA in the local economy, and have submitted a
list of those companies. To some of those companies, like Bevan powder
coating, they state that they provide 70% of their work and they go on to say
that loss of jobs in that company would be significant if Avanti moved location
out of the region.
7.15 The Regeneration Officer comments that while the scale of the job
growth may appear ambitious, she does not consider this unrealistic based on
the company’s growth rate and this level of new employment is to be
welcomed. The Council’s Regeneration Team have quantified multiplier

outcomes (from job generation and employment projects based on re-spend
in the local economy and new business rates income) as follows:


Research identified that minimum wage local employees spend an
additional £1,394 per annum close their employee base and higher
wage earners and managers would generate up to £11,045 additional
spend. Based on a ratio of 90/10 and this scheme will therefore
generate an additional £70,773 per annum for local shops and traders
and safeguard a further £165,137 which could be lost if the business
relocated.



In addition, based on existing rateable values for industrial properties
with offices in Harpur Hill, the new building will have an estimated
rateable value of approximately £161,587, which would generate
business rates income of £82,441 per annum a proportion of which will
be retained by Derbyshire County Council and High Peak Borough
Council to support services for the community.

The above figures have been amended by the Regeneration Officer since the
previous report was published following clarification from the applicant that the
scheme will create 30 new jobs and safeguard 70 existing jobs. It is noted that
there is potential for more jobs to be created in the medium to long term
beyond the additional 30 posts which will be required immediately following
the relocation / expansion that this application proposes.
7.16 Planning Officers had previously queried whether the multiplier figure
above would be reflective of the actual spend within the Borough, given that a
number of the new posts were likely to be based “off-site” from the new
factory. However, the Regeneration Officer has clarified that as the above are
averages, it actually does not matter if a position is primarily based outside
the district and would therefore spend less in the Borough, because the
likelihood is that other staff members will spend more than the minimum
especially if they both live and work in the district or if they are paid higher
than the 2016 lowest salary quartile. It should also be noted that these
average uplifts are based on 2016 spend/salary levels and furthermore that
the multiplier relates only to disposable income. The proportion of other
income spent in the Borough, for example, income spent on a mortgage or
rent, may be different depending on where employees reside but that it not
considered by the multiplier.
7.17 The Regeneration Officer has also commented that the applicant should
be encouraged to submit a voluntary statement in relation to the Council’s
Adopted Employment and Skills Charter. This would only require them as a
minimum to agree to advertise all vacancies via jobcentre plus, alongside any
other methods they may choose and engagement with training partners if they
are not already in contact. This could be added as an informative to any
permission if Members were minded to approve the application.
7.18 Notwithstanding these points, the economic case for this development
remains strong and the number of new jobs which would be generated by this
proposal would make a positive benefit to the economy both in terms of direct
employment (for local employment) and also through increased multiplier

spend. This is particularly important in this current economic climate of
significant job losses and underemployment in the local economy. In addition,
the uplift in annual business rates income to the Council and County would be
used to support a range of community services over the longer term and the
scheme is fully supported from an economic perspective and complies with
Policy E1 in this respect.
7.19 These economic benefits attract substantial weight in the overall
planning balance and will be returned to in the concluding section of the
report. However, other LP Policies in the plan still apply, including Policies
EQ2 Landscape Character, EQ5 Biodiversity and EQ7 Built and Historic
Environment in particular.
Character and Appearance
7.20 The application site is located to the south of Buxton and west of Harpur
Hill off Moorland Way within the open countryside. It lies within the White
Peak Landscape Character Area and is of an Upland Limestone Pastures
Landscape Type. Whilst the site is currently agricultural grazing land, Ferny
Bottom Meadows is a Local Wildlife Site and surrounds the site. Situated on
high ground approximately 1.0km to the northwest is Grinlow Tower
(Solomon’s Temple) which is a Grade II Listed Building and a well visited focal
point within Grin Low & Buxton Country Park.
7.21 LP Policy EQ3, Rural Development, sets out that the Council will seek to
ensure that new development is strictly controlled in order to protect the
landscape's intrinsic character and distinctiveness, including the character,
appearance and integrity of the historic and cultural environment and the
setting of the Peak District National Park. The design and appearance of any
new development in the countryside is key to protecting the High Peak and
Peak District landscape character. LP Policy EQ2 Landscape Character
states that new development should be sympathetic to landscape character
and protect or enhance the character, appearance and local distinctiveness of
the landscape. The policy refers to the Council’s Landscape Character SPD
(Supplementary Planning Document), which provides advice, and design
guidance for the type of development that is appropriate in the different
landscapes types in the area. As identified above, the application site and its
context falls within the character type of ‘Limestone Moorland’ (White Peak):
“An undulating highland landscape of rough grazing and stock rearing, with
prominent limestone outcrops and open, expansive views. The Limestone
Moorlands are essentially a treeless landscape except for plantation blocks in
and around the edges of development. This is a landscape of open areas
bounded by dry stone walls. It is mainly unsettled with only occasional
farmsteads and small hamlets. The result of this lack of settlement is
expansive vistas. Building materials are limestone with gritstone detailing.
Buildings are enclosed by low dry stone walls built from limestone and this
visually ties them to the wider landscape”.
7.22 The Landscape Character
characteristics to consider:

SPD
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the

key
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Undulating highland plateau with steep slopes and no natural water
features due to the permeable nature of the limestone bedrock and the
gradient of the landscape;
Open and expansive vistas;
Essentially a treeless landscape with only occasional plantation
woodlands often associated with built development;
Extensive areas of rough grassland with rocky outcrops and scree
Enclosures of approximately 1.5 – 3 hectares and buildings, enclosed
by low limestone dry stone walls;
Occasional winding roads following the contours of the land;
A sparsely settled landscape with clearly defined areas of settlement
and large open areas, including hill summits;
Occasional farmsteads, some of which are now derelict
Characteristic buildings are constructed from rough limestone rubble
with gritstone lintels, sills and jambs;
Porches and extensions, with catslide roofs, create a built form with
complexity and containment and reduce the utilitarian appearance of
the buildings;
Gritstone buildings are found near to the boundary of the Dark Peak as
this material was readily available at the time of construction, and,
Roofs are generally dark slate with very shallow eaves and substantial
chimneys.

7.23 With regard to recent landscape impacts, the document states:
“The landscape character has been affected by a large industrial estate which
has its origins in war time land-ownership. The Harpur Hill development is
uncharacteristically high on the moorland and does not follow the
characteristic development pattern”.
7.24 In relation to Development Principles, the document states:
“This is an open landscape with expansive views and very limited
development. In such an unsettled landscape, any new development is likely
to have a significant effect on the open character. For this reason new
development is likely to be limited by policy OC1” (superseded by LP EQ3).
7.25 For development in the landscape, the document states:


Open, exposed hill summits and skylines remain free of buildings and
structures;



The impact of hardstanding and other surfaces should be considered,
including the colour, brightness, reflectivity of the surface and how it
would appear in the landscape from a distance;



Within the Limestone Moorlands isolated large buildings do not occur.
Buildings are grouped as part of an existing farmstead complex;



Developments should be contained in low, limestone, dry stone walls,
and,



Some individual farmhouses are larger than other properties with more
dressed stone and some modest detailing such as gable finials. These
properties have a wide frontage and a shallow depth.

7.26 Concerning Planting and Biodiversity Guidance, the document states:
Where possible new development should include appropriate creation of
wildlife habitats. Derbyshire County Council has identified priorities for this
Landscape Character Type, which are summarised below. For full details,
please refer to ‘The Landscape Character of Derbyshire’ (Derbyshire County
Council, 2003):
An undulating upland landscape of rough grazing with no trees.


Where opportunities arise, the removal of coniferous plantation
woodland should be encouraged as the existing character is open and
unwooded.

7.27 In relation to Habitat Creation and Enhancement, the following habitat
types would be appropriate for creation and enhancement:



Primary habitat type: Lowland calcareous grassland, and
Secondary habitat type: Neutral grassland.

7.28 The Landscape consultant has been consulted on the scheme and
follows earlier pre-application advice, which acknowledged significant
landscape impact. His comments are fully detailed in the consultation section
above and have considered the applicant’s submitted LVIA (Landscape Visual
Impact Assessment) and further commentary.
7.29 Firstly, scheme landscape impacts are noted as follows (matters of
nature conservation are further discussed within the ecology section below):
“The proposed access road form Moorland Way will be 6.5m wide with a 2m
footpath to one side and will cut through land which forms part of Ferny
Bottom Meadows Local Wildlife Site. Substantial earthworks are proposed to
create level building platforms, hardstanding, parking and turning areas.
Cutting into the hillside to achieve this will require 8m high retaining
structures. As such I consider the landscape impacts of the proposals are a
significant intervention in the landscape.
The Landscape impacts to the Local Wildlife Site of Ferney Bottom Meadows
of unimproved grassland do not appear to have been considered in the LVIA.
The access road cuts through the Local Wildlife Site and earth mounding and
drainage infiltration are shown within it. I consider that an area of at least
3840 sqm would be affected and although some of this will be replanted,
historic meadow will be lost. Approximately 1625sqm of the Local Wildlife
Site would become access road and be permanent loss of meadow habitat.
7.30 The Landscape consultant states that the scheme siting on a northwest
facing slope due to the nature of the topography with steep slopes and valleys

would be highly visible from areas of higher ground to the north and west and
also in close views of the site. He considers that photo viewpoints from the
applicant’s LVIA illustrate that the visual impacts of the scheme would be
significant. As well, there is an overreliance on the proposed mitigation in the
assessment of long term effects.
7.31 PROW (Public Right of Way) HP4/48/1 abuts the site to the southeast
and would provide for close views of the scheme. He acknowledges that
there is existing industrial development close to the west of the footpath.
However, “views towards the north across the site are predominantly of an
agricultural landscape of woodlands and pasture which I consider the
development would interrupt”. Furthermore, “The proposed development
would be a major intervention in this landscape with clear views of the
building, roofscape, access road and hardstanding yard. The site and
adjacent fields provide pleasant relief with rural views towards Grinlow and
Buxton Country Park. By extending development there would be a loss of
rural character to this section of footpath”. Fundamentally, it is not considered
“that landscaping and weathering of building materials would reduce visual
effects to the extent claimed and that they would remain as Moderate
Adverse”.
7.32 PROW HP4/80/1 and HP4/55/2 to the north of the site provide links to
Grinlow and Buxton Country Park. The County Landscape consultant
considers that the site is very prominent for long stretches of these footpaths
stating:
“From these vantage points the site appears as part of a group of fields
forming a sloping grassy terrace with the existing industrial development of
Harpur Hill Business Park distinctly separate and confined to a higher plateau.
The development will be seen cutting into the landform to create a level site,
with a large hardstanding area in the foreground and access road rising up
from Morland Way. Situated within the grassy plateau, development would be
a prominent and conspicuous addition. Whilst the proposed earth bunds and
planting could help soften views of the access road and hardstanding area.
Due to the scale of intervention I do not consider that visual effects could be
sufficiently mitigated from these elevated viewpoints. The LVIA considers
visual effects will be Moderate Adverse at completion, reducing to Moderate/
Minor Adverse after year 15. I consider visual effects would be Moderate
Adverse after year 15”.
7.33 The County Landscape consultant sets out that Grin Low and Buxton
Country Park to the northwest of the site is regarded as a well visited
recreational resource. With a network of footpaths including several Public
Rights of Way and holiday base with an on-site visiting caravan park. The
focus of the Country Park is Grin Low Tower (Solomon’s Temple), a Grade II
Listed Building “in a commanding position on the hill top with long views over
the surrounding countryside”. He considers that the "site is clearly visible
from several footpaths within the Country Park and to a minor extent from
Grin Low Tower” categorising such receptors into a high sensitivity value.
Following proposed landscaping mitigation and owing to the site’s elevated
view and receptor high sensitivity, visual effects after 15 years are considered
to be Moderate Adverse. The site lies within the Upland Limestone Pastures

typified as a broadly treeless landscape. Accordingly, the County Landscape
consultant considers the proposed tree planting to be inappropriate mitigation
to provide for an effective mitigation strategy in landscape terms.
7.34 The applicant’s LVIA Summary and Conclusion states: ‘It is the finding of
this report that a well-considered iterative design approach can successfully
mitigate the visual and landscape impacts of the development, preventing any
detrimental effects on the enjoyment of the countryside by users of the Grin
Low and Buxton Country Park.’
7.35 The County Landscape consultant disagrees with the applicant’s
conclusions. He is “concerned about the visual impacts to nearby Public
Rights of Way and in particular to the Country Park which I consider to have a
high sensitivity and to be visited by a large number of receptors. Whilst the
impact to views from the Grade II Listed Grinlow Tower are reduced by
existing woodland in the foreground, there are several other viewpoints within
Grin Low & Buxton Country Park which will have significant impacts. Some of
these views are in the context of existing development at Harper Hill Business
Park, however this is well contained topographically and the proposals would
extend development north east creating a visual link with residential
development at Harper Hill and diminish the separation in development that
the site contributes to”.
7.36 Importantly, the Landscape Character SPD acknowledges that: “The
landscape character has been affected by a large industrial estate which has
its origins in war time land-ownership. The Harpur Hill development is
uncharacteristically high on the moorland and does not follow the
characteristic development pattern”.
7.37 In addition, “Whilst mitigation could reduce visual impacts to some views,
due to the scale of the proposed development including large areas of
hardstanding and an access road and the fact that many important views are
from elevated positions, I do not consider that mitigation can sufficient to
reduce visual impacts to an acceptable level. In addition I consider that the
landscape impacts to Ferny Bottom Meadows Local Wildlife Site are
significant and would recommend refusal of the application”.
7.38 The Landscape consultant has commented on the applicant’s submitted
Statement of Clarification as follows:
“The Statement of Clarification describes existing industry adjacent to the site
as sprawling. I would disagree and consider that it is topographically well
contained at a higher level than the site. Whilst the industry is a distinct
component of the overall scene in many views, I consider the Statement of
Clarification overstates its significance in an attempt to justify the proposals.
The proposed development site has a distinct and separate identity from the
adjacent industrial area in terms of topography and agricultural rather than an
industrial character. I consider that the presence of the adjacent, yet separate
industry does not legitimise expansion of the existing industrial area and the
loss of this agricultural character, rather that it adds value to the retention of
these fields as a development gap between existing housing and industry”.

7.39 The Council’s Landscape consultant has confirmed that his does not
have any concerns regarding visual impacts to the National Park. Despite
this, the scheme for a large industrial building would result in significant
landscape impact from a number of high sensitivity receptor points as
identified. Proposed tree planting would be deemed as inappropriate
mitigation within the open Limestone Moorland landscape context and even
with the proposed mitigation. For these reasons the proposal would fail to
protect or enhances landscape character contrary to Policy EQ3 as detailed
above. This must, however, be balanced against the economic benefits of the
scheme and any other material considerations. The planning balance will be
undertaken in the concluding section of the report.
Heritage
7.40 The application site is approximately 1km from Grin Low Tower
(Solomon’s Temple), which is Grade II Listed folly.
LP Policies S1
Sustainable Development Principles, EQ6 Design and Place Making and EQ7
Built and Historic Environment all seek to secure high quality design in all
developments that responds positively to its environment and contributes to
local distinctiveness and a sense of place by taking account of the distinct
character, townscape and setting of the area.
7.41 When making a decision on all listed building consent applications or any
decision on a planning application for development that affects a listed
building or its setting, a Local Planning Authority must have special regard to
the desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any features of
special architectural or historic interest which it possesses. Preservation in
this context means not harming the interest in the building, as opposed to
keeping it utterly unchanged. This obligation, found in sections 16 and 66 of
the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 (1), applies
to all decisions concerning listed buildings.
7.42 The Court of Appeal decision in the case of Barnwell vs East
Northamptonshire DC 2014(2) made it clear that in enacting section 66(1) of
the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 (1)
Parliament’s intention was that ‘decision makers should give “considerable
importance and weight” to the desirability of preserving the setting of listed
buildings’ when carrying out the balancing exercise'.
7.43 In detail, LP Policy EQ7 requires proposed developments that affect a
heritage asset and / or its setting to demonstrate how the proposal has taken
account of design, form, scale, mass, use of traditional materials and
detailing, siting and views away from and towards the heritage asset in order
to ensure that the design is sympathetic and minimises harm to the asset.
7.44 NPPF paragraph 193 states:
“When considering the impact of a proposed development on the significance
of a designated heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset’s
conservation (and the more important the asset, the greater the weight should
be). This is irrespective of whether any potential harm amounts to substantial
harm, total loss or less than substantial harm to its significance”.

7.45 NPPF paragraph 196 states:
“The effect of an application on the significance of a non-designated heritage
asset should be taken into account in determining the application. In weighing
applications that directly or indirectly affect non-designated heritage assets, a
balanced judgement will be required having regard to the scale of any harm or
loss and the significance of the heritage asset”.
7.46 The Council’s Conservation Officer confirms that the applicant’s heritage
statement acknowledges ‘less than substantial harm’ with regard to the
adverse impact on the setting of Grin Low Tower (Soloman’s Temple) Grade
II Listed (built on Grin Low Round Barrow, undesignated): 1KM to NW and
identifies designated and non-designated heritage assets likely to be
impacted by the proposed development. In relation to Grin Low Tower, the
Conservation Officer states the following:
“The Heritage Statement describes this as a ‘cylindrical, castellated eyecatcher’ in open countryside in an elevated location, intended to provide a 360
degree view. It notes that the development site can be viewed from the base
of the tower, partly screened by Temple Plantation. The report notes the
structure’s heritage significance as being a landmark feature in the landscape
as well as a tower to view the landscape from, showing deliberate design
intent. It should be noted that the tower incorporates stone steps so views
from the top of the tower can also be gained, although this is not discussed in
the report. The report does not explore any historical information about the
building of the Tower or its design intent, it does not comment how the
surrounding landscape has changed since the building of the Tower in 1840,
nor the main features that make up that setting”.
7.47 The Conservation Officer outlines the importance of emphasis in relation
to the landscape surrounding the Grin Low Tower. Considering it to be typical
of the upland limestone plateau and from high ground the building would be
experienced in a setting of attractive long distance views of the Peak District
countryside together with views across Buxton. She refers to the surrounding
landscape as predominantly rolling agricultural grazing land, dry stone walls
and few trees excepting Harpur Hill Business Park, quarrying and Harpur Hill
settlement as distinct visual entities.
7.48 A line of sight is noted between Fox Low Bowl Barrow (Scheduled
Ancient Monument): 700 to NE and the development site.
7.49 Non-designated Heritage Assets include: Complex of nearby assets
including Cromford and High Peak Railway and quarrying and lime burning
earthworks. The applicant’s heritage report also notes the complex historical
and visual landscape with layers of industrial and military history. Although it
does not highlight the agricultural context (fields, dry stone walls and copses
of trees), which forms the main backdrop to the landscape.
7.50 The Council’s Conservation Officer comments are as follows:

“The Heritage Statement provides a summary of heritage assets likely to be
affected and the main impact will be on the setting of Grin Low Tower which is
a designed feature in the landscape and allows uninterrupted views of the
surrounding landscape. I agree that the proposal will constitute ‘less than
substantial harm’ to the setting of Grin Low Tower. With regard to the other
heritage assets there is also a degree of ‘less than substantial harm’ but this
is of a much lesser degree of magnitude, and the landscape setting to many
of these is rather incidental rather than contributing to the significance of their
setting.
It is disappointing that the LVIA has not superimposed an outline of the
building on the Photo Viewpoints which would have enabled a more detailed
assessment of the impact of the development, including its mitigation, to be
assessed.
I have reviewed the LVIA and County Landscape comments (Landscape
Comments). His views regarding the impact of the proposed development and
effectiveness of mitigation are particularly helpful in assessing how the
development will impact on the setting of Grin Low Tower. Historic England
guidance ‘Setting of Heritage Assets’ advises that significance derives not
only from its physical presence and historic fabric but also from its setting ‘the
surroundings in which it is experienced’. The setting of Grin Low Tower and it
is not just the view from the tower itself but views back to the Tower and the
wider context of the Buxton Country Park with its network of footpaths and the
ever changing interconnected public views between the Tower and its wider
landscape.
The landscape comments highlight that the development site is on a northwest facing slope which is highly visible from higher ground to the north and
west and is focussed on a group of fields forming a grassy terrace which is
visibly separate from Harpur Hill Business Park (which is well contained
topographically) and residential development at Harpur Hill. The proposed
development will diminish the visual separation between the two and erode
the prevailing landscape character of the upland limestone plateau. The
substantial earthworks to create the building platforms, hardstanding and the
mass of the building will represent a significant intervention in the landscape.
I note that the landscape comments question the ability of the mitigation to
lessen the visual impact of the development as trees are not feature of the
upland limestone pastures and block tree planting would be inappropriate. It
also comments that all the mitigation measures would not have the ability to
limit the impact of such a large building and the engineering works required to
make the site suitable. From many important views in elevated locations the
landscape comments conclude that mitigation will not reduce visual impacts to
an acceptable level.
The proposed development will result in ‘less than substantial harm’ to the
setting of Grin Low Tower. The Heritage Statement notes that the
development will be a significant intervention in the middle distance,
depending on which point around the Tower environs that the outward view is
gained from, and this would erode the prevailing agricultural character and
attractive distant views”.

7.51 For the proposal to be acceptable from a heritage viewpoint, the public
benefits of the scheme would have to outweigh the ‘less than substantial
harm’ to the setting of a Grade II Listed heritage asset. This matter of balance
will be returned to in the concluding section of the report below.
7.52 County Archaeology have been consulted with regard to the applicant’s
submitted Archaeology Assessment, which has identified that the site has
potential for the survival of evidence of prehistoric activity. Section 6.2.1 of
the report states: “Prehistoric finds are known from within the assessment
area attesting to casual loss/transient human activity. Barrows are present not
only indicating a funerary landscape but also suggesting a landscape
containing settlements”. The report also states that no finds have been
recorded within the development area. On this basis, County Archaeology
recommended that a pre-commencement planning condition securing
archaeological evaluation and recording would be required in advance of
development of this site should planning permission be granted.
7.53 County Archaeology also recommended a consultation with Historic
England concerning the Scheduled barrow which is closest to the
development site and lies c. 450m to the south in an elevated location: Two
Hlaews at Haslin House (Monument Number 1009098). This has now been
received and is set out above. Whilst they have stated that they do not
objection in principle, Historic England has concerns with the application on
heritage grounds. They consider that insufficient information has been
provided to demonstrate proposal’s impact upon the settings of the two
scheduled monuments: the Two Hlaews at Haslin House (List Entry No.
1009098) c. 380m to the south of the application site and the Fox Low bowl
barrow (List Entry No. 1008921) c. 700m to the northeast. They go on to state
that:
Further clarification (viewpoints and visualisations etc.) should be
sought in order to fully assess this application in line with Chapter 16
and inform any required mitigation. When determining this application,
the Council must be satisfied that any harm to significance has clear
and convincing justification, and that it this is outweighed by the public
benefits the scheme (see NPPF 193, 194 & 196).
This point will be referred to in the consideration of Heritage impacts in the
overall planning balance below.
Ecological
7.53 LP Policy EQ5 ‘Biodiversity’ advises that biodiversity and ecological
resources should be conserved. It states that development will not be
permitted which would have an adverse impact upon protected species.
NPPF para 17 (a) states “if significant harm to biodiversity resulting from a
development cannot be avoided (through locating on an alternative site with
less harmful impacts), adequately mitigated, or, as a last resort, compensated
for, then planning permission should be refused”.

7.54 The EC Habitats Directive 1992 requires the UK to maintain a system of
strict protection for protected species and their habitats. The Directive only
allows disturbance, or deterioration or destruction of breeding sites or resting
places in the interests of public health and public safety, or for other
imperative reasons of overriding public interest, including those of a social or
economic nature and beneficial consequences of primary importance for the
environment. This is provided that there is no satisfactory alternative and no
detriment to the maintenance of the species population at favourable
conservation status in their natural range.
7.55 Regarding the site’s proximity to SSSIs (Site Special Scientific Interest),
Natural England raise no objections to the proposal, stating that it would not
harm protected sites.
7.56 Following the submission of further information from the applicant, DWT
(Derbyshire Wildlife Trust) have identified a number of outstanding concerns
concluded as follows:
(1) The grassland vegetation communities present on the site include areas of
more species rich vegetation that have not been fully accounted for in the
ecological assessment. In the calculations used within the Biodiversity Metric
2.0 all of the grassland is classified as Grassland – other neutral grassland.
However, the areas of more diverse grassland present should potentially be
included in the metric separately and at least some areas more closely
resemble lowland meadow. The condition of the grassland vegetation will also
need to be re-assessed.
(2) The presence of more diverse grassland vegetation within the site means
that the overall impact of the proposal on the Local Wildlife Site is significantly
greater than the assessment in the revised PEA currently suggests.
(3) In terms of the mitigation hierarchy opportunities to avoid and reduce
impacts on these areas of species rich grassland need to be re-assessed.
There could be scope to retain these areas and to reduce any impacts on
them. Once that process has been completed the current Biodiversity Metric
calculation and the PEA should be updated to reflect the presence of more
diverse grassland and to assess how any amendments to the proposals
influence the calculations within the metric and the consequent losses and
gains in biodiversity. At the moment there has not been an ecological
assessment of the area that lies outside of the development site boundary
(but is within the Local Wildlife Site) that has been identified for enhancement.
If this is included, it should appear separately as an off-site enhancement with
its own baseline data.
(4) The enhancement proposals also need to be re-visited and updated with
respect to comments made above.
(5) We also have concerns about the future management of grassland at the
site especially where small patches of grassland are isolated by the new
access road. Managing these small remnant areas will be challenging
logistically and they will be less attractive to potential graziers. It would be
beneficial to have details of how the site would be managed post development

in order to clarify some of the uncertainties e.g. with respect to which areas
will be grazed and which might only be cut.
7.57 The applicant’s ecologist has challenged DWTs comments as reported
above and these have been forwarded onto DWT for comment. An update
will be reported via the Update Sheet.
7.58 The Landscape Consultant raises significant concerns regarding loss of
grassland habitat and concludes that the engineering required would result in
a significant intervention in the landscape with landscape impacts to Ferny
Bottom Meadows Local Wildlife Site noted as significant.
7.59 The Framework is clear in that if significant harm to biodiversity resulting
from a development cannot be avoided or adequately mitigated or as a last
resort compensated for then it recommends that planning permission should
be refused. Accordingly, on the basis of the information as currently
submitted it is not possible to conclude that any adverse effects on nature
conservation interests can be adequately mitigated. In the absence of any
meaningful discussion or agreement about potential mitigation, which could
potentially be dealt with by condition or Section 106, it is not possible to
conclude that the proposal complies with Policy EQ6 and the NPPF in this
regard. This weighs against the economic benefits of the proposal in the
overall planning balance.
Highway Safety
7.60 LP Policy CF6 ‘Accessibility and Transport’ seeks to ensure that new
development can be safely accessed in a sustainable manner and minimise
the need to travel, particularly by unsustainable modes. NPPF para 109
advises that “Development should only be prevented or refused on highway
grounds if there would be an unacceptable impact on highway safety, or the
residual cumulative impacts on the road network would be severe”.
7.61 The Highways Authority raise no objection to the proposal subject to
recommended planning conditions. On this basis, they consider that there is
no evidence base to suggest that the Transport Assessment conclusion that
the development would not have a significant adverse effect on capacity or
safety of the existing junction of Morland Way with Grinlow Road is incorrect.
Morland Way, however, is not an adopted road and they therefore advise
consultation with the existing street manager on the suitability of the proposed
junction and visibility sightline provision. Furthermore, the width of the
proposed access road is noted to be less than that recommended by the
Highways Authority who recommend the use of a 7.3m carriageway width
(6.75m absolute minimum) rather than the 6.5m width proposed.
Nevertheless, given that Morland Way is not adopted highway, it is not
considered that this will result in harm to public highway safety or a failure to
provide safe and suitable access. The negotiation between the street
manager of that road and the applicant are a private legal matter.
7.62 The Highways Authority also recommend that the level of proposed offstreet parking meets HPBC standards in order to reduce the likelihood of
vehicles being parked within areas dedicated to turning and consequential

awkward/ overlong reversing manoeuvres. In these regards, the proposed
number of parking spaces is significantly lower than that required by Council
parking guidance in the Adopted Local Plan. The car parking requirement for
B2 out of town above 2500sqm is 1 space per 30m² equating to 136 car
parking spaces for 3769sqm B2 floorspace. For offices, it is the same
requirement and 450 square metres of B1 office space would generate a
further requirement of 13 car parking space. A total of 51 car parking, 7
motorcycle and 10 cycle spaces are proposed which therefore falls 98 spaces
short of the standard. Clarification has been sought from the applicant
regarding the justification for this significant under provision of car parking
spaces set against Local Plan parking guidance. Cycle space provision also
falls below the requirement but this matter could be easily remedied. The
applicant’s Transport Assessment describes the proposed provision as
‘comfortably within the maximum parking levels prescribed within the Local
Plan’ but the guidance does not provide maximum figures.
7.63 In response to these concerns, the applicant has provided the following
statement:
Avanti employ 70 staff as of June 2021. The breakdown is as follows:





14 admin staff ( parking spaces required)
28 factory based (parking spaces required)
28 off site installation and software engineers (no parking spaces
required) So, a total of 42 car parking spaces are required in theory
but, of these, there are 2 motorcycle users
and 4 push bike users.

This gives a current requirement of 36 car parking spaces.
The proposed new facility at Harpur Hill will provide increased space for
storage and assembly purposes since this is what is lacking at their current
factory. It is envisaged that the move will give rise to an increase in staffing
levels of approximately 30 employees, of which 50% will again be off site
workers, thus generating the need for 15 max additional parking spaces.
With the move to Harpur Hill, a number of staff will have much shorter
journeys to work, and it is known that at least 2 of those intend to cycle. Avanti
already sponsor an employees cycle to work scheme, subsidising cycle
purchasing and providing changing facilities, so the requirement for onsite car
parking is likely to reduce even further in the future.
Therefore the parking requirements for the new site, when fully operational
and staffed, is expected to be as follows:





36 spaces as currently required less 2 further cyclists (see above)
equals 34 spaces needed.
15 additional car parking spaces for new, on-site, workers…..total 49
car parking spaces required.
2 motorcycle spaces
6 cycle spaces



The provision within the submitted plan shows 51 available car parking
spaces, 7 motorcycle spaces and 10 cycle spaces.

There is scope within the submitted scheme for an additional 10 car parking
spaces should these become an operational requirement in the future. The
level of parking provision is below the generic standard in the High Peak local
plan. However, as this is a bespoke application with a known end user, with
known parking requirements, we can be confident that the provision shown is
more than sufficient to meet all present or future requirements.
Avanti is committed to green energy policies wherever possible, hence the
support for a cycle to work scheme. They also encourage car sharing and the
use of public transport wherever possible. All company cars are fully electric
or hybrid, with the provision of charging facilities on site”.
7.64 On this basis, therefore, the scheme would appear to accommodate the
parking requirements for an increase in staffing levels of approximately 30
employees given the level of offsite working proposed. This would ensure
that an appropriate level of car parking is provided for. However, it is noted
that if job growth in the medium to long does prove to be greater than the 30
employees currently envisaged this may generate additional parking
requirements not currently accounted for. Nevertheless the site is served off
a private road and any overspill parking would be more likely to impact on the
roads serving the industrial estate than the public highway.
Environmental Matters
7.65 Of relevance, LP Policy EQ10 Pollution Control and Unstable Land
seeks to protect people and the environment from unsafe and polluted
environments, requiring mitigation if necessary.
7.66 The Council’s Environmental Health Section have assessed the potential
environmental impacts of the scheme. No objections are raised to the
scheme subject to planning conditions intended to protect local amenity with
regard to potential noise and light pollution impacts of the scheme and to
control the construction stage of the build. It is also confirmed that the Phase
1 Contamination Report latterly submitted by the applicant recommends that
the assessment is progressed to a phase 2 report to fully characterise the
site. A further condition is recommended in these regards.
7.67 LP Policy EQ11 ‘Flood Risk Management’ discusses that the Council will
support development proposals that avoid areas of current or future flood risk
and which do not increase the risk of flooding elsewhere, where this is viable
and compatible with other policies aimed at achieving sustainable patterns of
development.
7.68 Previously, the LLFA (Lead Local Flood Authority) commented that the
Flood Risk Assessment and Drainage Strategy was insufficiently evidenced,
particularly in relation to lack of mitigation given the site’s location in a Source
Protection Zone 1 Area ‘groundwater’ and also an effective offsite discharge
of surface water. Following clarification from the applicant these matters have

been resolved to result in the recommendation of conditional response
including detailed drainage design and management.
7.69 The Council is required to ensure that the source protection zone is
safeguarded as per Adopted Local Plan Policy S7. The Lead Local Flood
Authority’s revised response as set out in the main report raises no objection
to the scheme subject to a detailed surface water drainage scheme and
management regime to be agreed and secured by planning condition should
Members be minded to approve the scheme. In light of Buxton Mineral
Water’s comments, however, further conditions are recommended to secure
both a hydrogeological assessment (to demonstrate that there will be no
contamination to source water) and a scheme for maintenance of the cesspit
or foul water disposal system in this highly sensitive area. The comments of
Severn Trent Water are outstanding. An update will be provided via the
Update Sheet if any comments are received.

8. PLANNING BALANCE & CONCLUSIONS
8.1 The starting point for the determination of any planning application is
section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, which is
to be read in conjunction with section 70(2) of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990. Section 38(6) states that planning applications should be
determined in accordance with the development plan, unless there are
material considerations which indicate otherwise.
8.2 The site is located in the Open Countryside where Local Plan Policy EQ3
Rural Development states that the Council will strictly control development to
protect landscape character whilst facilitating sustainable rural development.
This will be achieved by “supporting rural employment development in the
form of home working, commercial enterprises and live-work units where a
rural location can be justified” and “ensuring all development is of a high
quality design and protects or enhances landscape character and the setting
of the Peak District National Park”.
8.3 The applicant has carried out an extensive site search (see table at
appendix 2) to demonstrate that no suitable alternative sites have been found
either within the Settlement Boundaries, on existing employment sites or new
employment allocations. The Council’s Regeneration Team have confirmed
this viewpoint and that there is a risk of them relocating elsewhere outside the
Borough should a suitable site not be secured.
8.4 The economic case for this development is strong and the number of new
jobs which would be generated by this proposal would make a significant
positive benefit to the economy both in terms of direct employment and also
through increased multiplier. This is particularly important in this current
economic climate of significant job losses and underemployment in the local
economy. In addition, the uplift in annual business rates income to the
Council and County would be used to support a range of community services
over the longer term. The scheme therefore would be fully supported from an
economic perspective and complies in principle with policies S4 and E1 in this
regard. The proposal would also safeguard existing employment within the

High Peak Borough. Consequently, the scheme has received strong support
from the Council’s Regeneration Team.
8.5 On the other hand, the scheme for a large industrial building and yard
within open countryside would result in a significant landscape impact from a
number of high sensitivity receptor points. Proposed tree planting would be
deemed as inappropriate mitigation within the open Limestone Moorland
landscape context and would fail to reduce the significant landscape harm to
acceptable levels even after an establishment period of 15 years. In addition,
the proposed development would result in ‘less than substantial harm’ to the
setting of the Grade II Listed Grin Low Tower and a substantial planning
objection from the Council’s Conservation Officer. Where a development
proposal would lead to less than substantial harm to the significance of a
designated heritage asset, this harm should be weighed against the public
benefits of the proposal. In this case it is acknowledged that the scheme
would create new employment opportunities (30 jobs) and would secure the
retention of existing jobs (70 jobs) along with the wider economic benefits
including securing employment in other local firms. The scale of these public
benefits, however, are not considered to outweigh the harm to the setting of
the listed tower. Furthermore, whilst it does not lead to an objection in
principle, insufficient information has been provided to fully assess the
proposal’s impact upon the settings of the two scheduled monuments and
inform any required mitigation. The applicant has not demonstrated that
significant harm to biodiversity as a result of the scheme could be adequately
mitigated against resulting in a substantial planning objection from Derbyshire
Wildlife Trust.
8.7 Therefore, Members must carefully balance the economic benefits of the
scheme against the landscape harm, the less than substantial harm to the
setting of the listed tower, as well as the concerns about, the potential impact
on the setting of the two Scheduled Ancient Monuments. In so doing they
must apply the test at paragraph 196 of the Framework as detailed above.
There is also the matter of the as yet unresolved ecological concerns which
have generated objection from Derbyshire Wildlife Trust. Overall and on
balance, officers have concluded that the ecology, heritage and landscape
harm which has identified above would outweigh these economic benefits and
accordingly the application scheme is recommended for refusal.

9. RECOMMENDATIONS
A. REFUSE for the following reasons:
1. The development scheme would make a substantial and positive
benefit to the local economy both in terms of direct employment by
generating additional employment as well as job retention and also
through increased multiplier spend based on the predicted growth rate.
The proposed scheme, however, for a large industrial building and yard
within open countryside would result in significant landscape harm from
a number of high sensitivity receptor points whereby proposed tree
planting would be deemed as inappropriate mitigation within the
Limestone Moorland landscape context. The proposed development

would also result in ‘less than substantial harm’ to the setting of the
Grade II Listed Grin Low Tower. Furthermore, the applicant has not
demonstrated that the identified harm to biodiversity as a result of the
scheme or potential harm to the setting of other heritage assets could
be adequately mitigated against. Overall the ecology, heritage and
landscape harm identified above would outweigh the economic benefits
and other public benefits contrary to Policies S1, S1a, S2, S7, EQ2,
EQ3, EQ5, EQ6, EQ7, EQ10 and E1 of the Adopted Local Plan, the
Landscape Supplementary Planning Document and National Planning
Policy Framework.

8.3 In the event of any changes being needed to the wording of the
Committee’s decision (such as to delete, vary or add
conditions/informatives/planning
obligations
or
reasons
for
approval/refusal) prior to the decision being issued, the Head of
Development Services has delegated authority to do so in consultation
with the Chairman of the Committee, provided that the changes do not
exceed the substantive nature of the Committee’s decision.
Site Plan

